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TOWARD DIRICHLET’S UNIT THEOREM ON ARITHMETIC VARIETIES
ATSUSHI MORIWAKI
Abstract. In this paper, we would like to propose a fundamental question about
a higher dimensional analogue of Dirichlet’s unit theorem. We also give a partial
answer to the question as an application of the arithmetic Hodge index theorem.
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0.1. Classical Dirichlet’s unit theorem. Let K be a number field and letOK be the
ring of integers in K. Let K(C) be the set of all embeddings K into C, and let K
and 0K be real vector spaces given by
K =
n




 X2K(C)  = 0
9>>=>>;
respectively. The classical Dirichlet’s unit theorem asserts that the unit group OK
ofOK is a finitely generated abelian group of rank s = dimR 0K. Themost essential
part of the proof of Dirichlet’s unit theorem is to show that 0K is generated by the
image of the map L : OK ! K given by L(u) = log j(u)j (u 2 OK) over R, that is,
for any  2 0K, there are u1; : : : ; ur 2 OK and a1; : : : ; ar 2 R such that
(0.1.1)  = a1 log j(u1)j2 +    + ar log j(ur)j2
for all  2 K(C).
Let us consider this problem in flavor of Arakelov theory. LetX = Spec(OK) and
let dDiv(X)R be the real vector space consisting of pairs (D; ) of D 2 Div(X)R :=
Div(X) 
Z R and  2 K. An element of dDiv(X)R is called an arithmetic R-divisor
on X. For D = (
P
P aPP; ) 2 dDiv(X)R, the arithmetic degree ddeg(D) of D is given byddeg(D) :=X
P











where (x) =   log j(x)j2 for  2 K(C). As the map b( ) : K ! dDiv(X)R given by




a11    x
arr ) = a1d(x1) +    + arc(xr)
for x1; : : : ; xr 2 K and a1; : : : ; ar 2 R. In particular, ddeg(c(x)R) = 0 for all x 2 KR by
the product formula.
If we set D = (0; ) for  2 0K, then the assertion (0.1.1) is equivalent to show
that
D +c(u)R = (0; 0)
for some u 2 (OK)R := (OK;) 
Z R. For this purpose, it is actually sucient to
show that
D +c(x)R  (0; 0)
for some x 2 KR. Indeed, we choose x1; : : : ; xr 2 K and a1; : : : ; ar 2 R such
that x = x
a11    x
arr and a1; : : : ; ar are linearly independent over Q. Then, as
D +c(x)R  (0; 0) and ddeg(D +c(x)R) = 0, we have D +c(x)R = (0; 0), and hence
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i=1 ai ordP(xi) = 0 for all P. Therefore, ordP(xi) = 0 for all i and P, which means
that xi 2 OK for all i. In this way, the classical Dirichlet’s unit theorem can be
formulated in the following way:
Theorem 0.1.2 (cf. Proposition 3.4.5). If ddeg(D)  0 for D 2 dDiv(X)R, then there
exists x 2 KR such that D +c(x)R  (0; 0).
This is an application of the compactness theorem (cf. Corollary 3.3.2) and the
arithmetic Riemann-Roch theorem on arithmetic curves, which indicates that the
theory of arithmeticR-divisors is not an artificial material, but it actually provides
realistic tools for arithmetic problems.
In this paper, we would like to consider a higher dimensional analogue of the
above theorem on arithmetic varieties.
0.2. Arithmetic Cartier divisors. Let X be an arithmetic variety, that is, X is a flat
and quasi-projective integral scheme over Z. We say X is generically smooth if the
generic fiberXQ ofX ! Spec(Z) is smooth overQ. We assume thatX is projective,
generically smooth, normal and d-dimensional (i.e. the Krull dimension of X is d,
so that dimXQ = d   1).
We denote the group of Cartier divisors on X by Div(X). Let C be a class of real
valued continuous functions. As examples of C, we can consider
C0 = the class of continuous functions;
C1 = the class of C1-functions;
C0 \ PSH = the class of continuous plurisubharmonic functions;
which have good properties as in [20, SubSection 2.3]. LetK be eitherZ orQ orR.
A pair D = (D; g) is called an arithmetic K-Cartier divisor of C-type if the following
conditions are satisfied:
(i) D is a K-Cartier divisor on X, that is, D =
Pr
i=1 aiDi for some D1; : : : ;Dr 2
Div(X) and a1; : : : ; ar 2 K.
(ii) g : X(C) ! R [ f1g is a locally integrable function and g  F1 = g (a:e:),
where F1 : X(C)! X(C) is the complex conjugation map.
(iii) For any point x 2 X(C), there are an open neighborhood Ux of x and a
function ux on Ux such that ux belongs to the class C and
g = ux +
rX
i=1
( ai) log j fij2 (a:e:)
on Ux, where fi is a local equation of Di over Ux for each i.
Let dDivC(X)K be the set of all arithmetic K-Cartier divisors of C-type. For sim-
plicity, dDivC(X)Z is denoted by dDivC(X). Note that there are natural surjective
homomorphismsdDivC0(X) 
Z R! dDivC0(X)R and dDivC1(X) 
Z R! dDivC1(X)R
and that they are not isomorphisms respectively. For details, see [20].
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Let Rat(X) be the function field of X. The group of arithmetic principal divisors
on X is denoted by [PDiv(X), that is,
[PDiv(X) :=
nc() := ();  log jj2 2 dDivC1(X) j  2 Rat(X)o :
The homomorphism b( ) : Rat(X) ! dDivC1(X) given by  7! c() has the natural
extension b( )K : Rat(X)K ! dDivC1(X)K;
that is,
[(
a11   
all ) = a1d(1) +    + ald(l)
for 1; : : : ; l 2 Rat(X) and a1; : : : ; al 2 K. For simplicity, b( )K is occasionally
denoted by b( ). We define [PDiv(X)K to be
[PDiv(X)K :=








An element of [PDiv(X)K is called an arithmeticK-principal divisor on X.
Let D = (D; g) and D
0
= (D0; g0) be arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C0-type on
X. We define D = D
0
and D  D0 to be
D = D
0 () D = D0 and g = g0 (a:e:)
and
D  D0 () D  D0 and g  g0 (a:e:):
Let C be a reduced and irreducible 1-dimensional closed subschemes of X. The
arithmetic degree ddeg(D
C
) of D along C is characterized by the following properties
(for details, see [20, SubSection 5.3]):
(i) ddeg(D
C
) is linear with respect to D.
(ii) If  2 Rat(X)R, then ddeg(c()RC) = 0.
(iii) If C * Supp(D) and C is vertical, then ddeg(D
C
) = log(p) deg(DjC), where C
is contained in the fiber over a prime p.
(iv) If C * Supp(D) and C is horizontal, then ddeg(D
C
) = ddeg DjeC; gjeC, whereeC is the normalization of C and ddeg on the right hand side is the arithmetic
degree in the sense of SubSection 0.1. (Note that eC = Spec(OK) for some
number field K.)
The current ddc([g]) + D on X(C) is denoted by c1(D). Note that c1(D) is locally
equal to ddc([ux]) by the Poincare´-Lelong formula. IfD is of C1-type, then c1(D) is
represented by a C1-form. By abuse of notation, we also denote the C1-form by
c1(D).
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0.3. Arithmetic volume function. LetD = (D; g) be an arithmeticR-Cartier divi-
sor of C0-type on X. We define H0(X;D) and Hˆ0(X;D) to be
H0(X;D) :=
n






 2 Rat(X) j D + c()  (0; 0)o [ f0g
respectively. Note that H0(X;D) is a finitely generated Z-module and Hˆ0(X;D)
is a finite set. It is easy to see that jj exp( g=2) is represented by a continuous
function ;g for  2 H0(X;D) (cf. [20, SubSection 2.5] or Lemma 3.1.1), so that we
can define kkg to be
kkg := max
n






 2 H0(X;D) j kkg  1
o
;
that is, Hˆ0(X;D) is the set of small sections.
The arithmetic volume cvol(D) of D is defined to be





As fundamental properties of cvol, the following are known (for details, see [20]):
(1) cvol(D) < 1 ([17], [18]).





(3) cvol(aD) = adcvol(D) for a 2 R0 ([17], [18]).
(4) The function dDivC0(X)R ! R given by D 7! cvol(D) is continuous in the
following sense: Let D1; : : : ;Dr;A1; : : : ;As be arithmetic R-divisors of C0-
type on X. For a compact subset B inRr and a positive number , there are













for all a1; : : : ; ar; 1; : : : ; s 2 R and  2 C0(X) with (a1; : : : ; ar) 2 B, j1j +    +
jsj   and kksup  0 ([17], [18]).
(5) If f : Y ! X is a birational morphism of generically smooth, normal and
projective arithmetic varieties, then cvol( f (D)) = cvol(D) ([17]).
0.4. Positivity of arithmetic Cartier divisors. Let D = (D; g) be an arithmetic
R-Cartier divisor of C0-type on X. Here we would like to introduce several kinds
of positivity of D, that is, the eectivity, bigness, pseudo-eectivity, nefness and
relative nefness of D:
 D is eective def() D  (0; 0).
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 D is big def() cvol(D) > 0.
 D is pseudo-eective def() D + A is big for any big arithmetic R-divisor A of
C0-type.
 D is nef def()
(1) ddeg(D
C
)  0 for all reduced and irreducible 1-dimensional closed sub-
schemes C of X.
(2) c1(D) is a positive current.
 D is relatively nef def()
(1) ddeg(D
C
)  0 for all reduced and irreducible 1-dimensional closed . . . . . . . .vertical
subschemes C of X, where “vertical” means “not flat over Z”.
(2) c1(D) is a positive current.
The set of all nef arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C0-type on X is denoted bydNefC0(X)R. Note that dNefC0(X)R forms a cone in dDivC0(X)R.
0.5. Arithmetic intersection number in terms of the arithmetic volume. An
arithmeticR-Cartier divisor D of C0-type on X is said to be integrable if there exist
nef arithmetic R-Cartier divisors D1 and D2 of C0-type such that D = D1   D2.
The subspace consisting of integrable arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C0-type on
X is denoted by dDivNefC0 (X)R. Note that dDivNefC0 (X)R is the subspace generated bydNefC0(X)R in dDivC0(X)R.
By [20, Claim 6.4.2.2], if P is a nef arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C1-type, then
the arithmetic Hilbert-Samuel formula
(0.5.1) cvol(P) = ddeg(Pd)
holds. Note that








in the polynomial ring Z[X1; : : : ;Xd]. Thus, for nef arithmetic R-Cartier divisors
P1; : : : ;Pd of C1-type, we have





so that, for D1; : : : ;Dd 2 dNefC0(X)R, it is very natural to define ddeg(D1   Dd) to be





Using the regularity of quasiplurisubharmonic functions and the continuity ofcvol, we can see that the above map ddeg(  ) : dNefC0(X)R      dNefC0(X)R ! R is
R0-multilinear, that is,ddeg(D1    (Di + 0D0i )   Dd) = ddeg(D1   Di   Dd) + 0ddeg(D1   D0i   Dd)
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for ; 0 2 R0 (for details, see [20, Claim 6.4.2.4]). Therefore, the mapddeg(  ) : dNefC0(X)R     dNefC0(X)R ! R
extends uniquely to an R-multilinear map
ddeg(  ) : dDivNefC0 (X)R     dDivNefC0 (X)R ! R:
In SubSection 2.1, we will see that the above arithmetic intersection numberddeg(D1   Dd) for integrable arithmeticR-Cartier divisorsD1; : : : ;Dd of C0-type on
X coincides with one due to Zhang ([24, Lemma 6.5], [25, x1]) and Maillot ([13,
x5]).
0.6. Zariski decomposition. Let D = (D; g) be an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of
C0-type on X. Let us consider the following set:
(D) :=
n
M 2 dNefC0(X)R jM  Do :
If (D) , ; and (D) has the greatest element P (that is, P 2 (D) and M  P
for all M 2 (D)), then D = P + N is called the Zariski decomposition of D, where
N := D   P. This decomposition has the following properties:
(1) P is nef and N is eective.
(2) The natural map Hˆ0(X;nP) ! Hˆ0(X;nD) is bijective for every n  0. In
particular, cvol(D) = cvol(P) = ddeg(Pd).
In [20, Theorem 9.2.1], we prove that if X is a regular projective arithmetic surface
and (D) , ;, then (D) has the greatest element. Moreover, if we set8>>>><>>>>:
X := PnZ = Proj(Z[T0; : : : ;Tn]) (n  2);
D := fT0 = 0g;
g := log(1 + jT1=T0j2 +    + jTn=T0j2)    (0 <  < log(n + 1));
then, in [21, Theorem 2.3, Theorem 5.6], we prove that D is big and f (D) does
not admit the Zariski decomposition for any birational morphism f : Y ! X of
generically smooth, normal and projective arithmetic varieties. More generally, a
criterion for the existence of theZariski decomposition on arithmetic toric varieties
is known (for details, see [3]).
It is easy to see that if (D) , ;, then D is pseudo-eective. The converse is a
very interesting question and it is closely related to the fundamental question in
the next subsection.
0.7. Fundamental question. Let D = (D; g) be an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of
C0-type on X. In this paper, we would like to propose the following fundamental
question:
Fundamental question. Are the following conditions (1) and (2) equivalent ?
(1) D is pseudo-eective.
(2) D + c(')R is eective for some ' 2 Rat(X)R.
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Obviously (2) implies (1). Moreover, if Hˆ0(X; aD) , f0g for some a 2 R>0, then
(2) holds. Indeed, as we can choose  2 Rat(X) with aD + c()  0, we have
1=a 2 Rat(X)R and D + [(1=a)R  0. In the geometric case, (1) does not necessarily
imply (2). For example, let # be a divisor on a compact Riemann surface M such
that deg(#) = 0 and the class of # in Pic(M) is not a torsion element. Then it is
easy to see that # is pseudo-eective and there is no element  of Rat(M) 
Z R
such that # + ( )R is eective (cf. Remark 3.1.4). In this sense, the above question
is a purely arithmetic problem.
Note that Theorem 0.1.2 yields the answer in the case where d = 1 because
the pseudo-eectivity of D implies ddeg(D)  0. Moreover, as we remarked in
SubSection0.6, if there is' 2 Rat(X)R such thatD+c(')R  (0; 0), then c(')R 2 (D).
0.8. Partial answer to the fundamental question. Oneof themainpurpose of this
paper is to give the following partial answer to the above fundamental question:
Theorem 0.8.1. If D is pseudo-eective and D is numerically trivial on XQ, then there
exists ' 2 Rat(X)R such that D + c(')R is eective.
Here we would like to give a sketch of the proof of the above theorem. For
simplicity, we restrict ourself to the case where X is regular and d = 2, that is, X is
a regular projective arithmetic surface. In this case, we can give a simpler proof
than the original one by using the recent result on the existence of relative Zariski
decomposition. Let D = Q + N be the relative Zariski decomposition of D (for
details , see [22, Section 1]). In particular, we have the following properties:
(i) N is eective and N is vertical.
(ii) Q is relatively nef.
(iii) If D is pseudo-eective, then Q is also pseudo-eective (cf. [22, Proposi-
tion A.1]). This part corresponds to Lemma 2.3.5 in the original proof.
Therefore, we may assume that D is relatively nef. By the Hodge index theorem
(cf. Theorem 2.2.3), we have ddeg(D2)  0. Here we assume that ddeg(D2) < 0. Let
A be an ample arithmeticR-divisor of C1-type on X. Then ddeg(D+ A D) < 0 for
a suciently small positive number . As D+ A is ample, we can find a positive
number c such that D + A + (0; c) is nef. In particular,ddeg(D + A + (0; c) D)  0
because D is pseudo-eective. On the other hand, as deg(DQ) = 0,ddeg(D + A + (0; c) D) = ddeg(D + A D) + c
2
deg(DQ) = ddeg(D + A D) < 0:
This is a contradiction, so that ddeg(D2) = 0, and hence, by the equality condition
of the Hodge index theorem (cf. Remark 2.2.4), there are  2 Rat(X)R and a locally
constant function  on X(C) such that D = c()R + (0; ). Let X ! Spec(OK) be
the Stein factorization of X ! Spec(Z), where K is a number field and OK is the
ring of integers in K. Let X be the connected component of X(C) corresponding
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to  2 K(C) (cf. Conventions and terminology 3). We set  = jX . As D is
pseudo-eective,







   0. If we set




for each  and we consider a locally constant function 0 : X(C) ! R given by




 = 0. Thus, by the classical Dirichlet’s
unit theorem, there exists u 2 (OK)R such that (0; 0) = c(u)R. Thus
D = c()R + (0; )  c()R + (0; 0) = c()R +c(u)R = [(  u)R;
as required.
0.9. Further discussions. Theorem 0.8.1 treats only the case where D is scanty.
For example, if D is ample, the problem seems to be dicult to get a solution.
For this purpose, we would like introduce a notion of multiplicative generators
of approximately smallest sections.
Here we define  R(X;D) to be
 R(X;D) :=
n
' 2 Rat(X)R j D + (')R  0
o
:
Let ` : Rat(X) ! L1loc(X(C)) be a homomorphism given by ' 7! log j'j. It extends
to a linear map `R : Rat(X)R ! L1loc(X(C)). For ' 2 Rat(X)R, we denote exp(`R('))
by j'j. If ' 2  R(X;D), then j'j exp( g=2) is represented by a continuous function
';g (cf. Lemma 3.1.1), so that we define k'kg;sup to be
k'kg;sup := max
n
';g(x) j x 2 X(C)
o
:
Let '1; : : : ; 'l be elements of Rat(X)R. We say '1; : : : ; 'l aremultiplicative genera-
tors of approximately smallest sections for D if, for a given  > 0, there is n0 2 Z>0 such
that, for any integer n with n  n0 and H0(X;nD) , f0g, we can find a1; : : : ; al 2 R
satisfying '
a11   '
all 2  R(X; nD) and
k'
a11   '
all kng;sup  enmin
n
kkng;sup j  2 H0(X; nD) n f0g
o
:
The advantage of the existence of multiplicative generators of approximately
smallest sections is the following theorem.
Theorem 0.9.1 (cf. Theorem 3.6.3). If we admit the existence of multiplicative genera-
tors of approximately smallest sections, then we can find ' 2  R(X;D) such that
k'kg;sup = inf
n
k kg;sup j  2  R(X;D)
o
:
For the proof, we need the following compactness theorem.





2 be a family of arithmeticR-Cartier divisors of C
1-type with the following
properties:
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(i) ddeg(Hd 1 D) = 0 for all  2 .
(ii) For each  2 , there is an F1-invariant locally constant function  on X(C)
such that





2 is linearly independent in
dDivC1(X)R.
Then the set 8>><>>:a 2 R
 D +X2 aD  0
9>>=>>;
is convex and compact for D 2 dDivC0(X)R.
As a consequence, we have the following partial answer to the fundamental
question.
Theorem 0.9.3. If D is pseudo-eective, D is big on the generic fiber of X ! Spec(Z)
and D possesses multiplicative generators of approximately smallest sections, then there
exists ' 2 Rat(X)R such that D + c(')R  0.
Here we would like to give the following question:
Question 0.9.4. If D is big on the generic fiber of X ! Spec(Z), then does D have
multiplicative generators of approximately smallest sections ?
For example, if d = 0, then D has multiplicative generators of approximately
smallest sections (cf. Corollary 3.4.6). Moreover, if8>>>><>>>>:
X := PnZ = Proj(Z[T0; : : : ;Tn]) (n  1);
D := fT0 = 0g;
g := log(a0 + a1jT1=T0j2 +    + anjTn=T0j2) (a0; a1; : : : ; an 2 R>0);
then D has also multiplicative generators of approximately smallest sections (cf.
Example 3.6.8). More generally, a toric arithmetic R-Cartier divisor on an arith-
metic toric variety has multiplicative generators of approximately smallest sec-
tions (for details, see [3]).
Finally I would like to express thanks to the referee for giving me several
comments and remarks.
0.10. Conventions and terminology. We basically use the same notation as in
[20]. Here we fix several conventions and the terminology of this paper. LetK be
eitherQ orR. Moreover, in the following 3 and 4,X is a d-dimensional, generically
smooth, normal and projective arithmetic variety.
1. Let M be a k-equidimensional complex manifold. The space of real valued
continuous functions (reps C1-functions) onM is denoted by C0(M) (resp C1(M)).
Moreover, the space of currents of bidegree (p; q) is denoted byDp;q(M). LetNp;q(M)
be the space of currents T of bidegree (p; q) such that T() = 0 for all d-closed C1
(k   p; k   q)-forms with compact support.
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2. Let S be a normal and integral noetherian scheme. We denote the group of
Cartier divisors (resp. Weil divisors) on S by Div(S) (resp. WDiv(S)). We set
Div(S)K := Div(S) 
Z K and WDiv(S)K :=WDiv(S) 
Z K:
An element of Div(S)K (resp. WDiv(S)K) is called aK-Cartier divisor (resp. K-Weil
divisor) on S. We denote the group of principal divisors on S by PDiv(S). Let
Rat(S)K := Rat(S)
 




a11   
all j 1; : : : ; l 2 Rat(S) and a1; : : : ; al 2 K
o
:
The homomorphism Rat(S) ! Div(S) given by  7! () naturally extends to a
homomorphism
( )K : Rat(S)K ! Div(S)K;
i.e. (
a11   
all ) = a1(1)+   + al(l). By abuse of notation, we sometimes denote
( )K by ( ). We define PDiv(S)K to be
PDiv(S)K :=
n




PDiv(S)K := hPDiv(S)iK  Div(S)K:
An element of PDiv(S)K is called aK-principal divisor on S.
3. Let X  ! Spec(OK) ! Spec(Z) be the Stein factorization of X ! Spec(Z),
where K is a number field and OK is the ring of integers in K. We denote by K(C)
the set of all embedding of K into C. For  2 K(C), we set X := XSpec(OK) Spec(C),
where Spec(OK) means the fiber product over Spec(OK) with respect to . ThenfXg2K(C) gives rise to the set of all connected components of X(C). For a locally
constant function  on X(C) and  2 K(C), the value of  on the connected
component X is denoted by . Clearly the set of all locally constant real valued
functions on X(C) can be identified with RK(C). The complex conjugation map
X(C)! X(C) is denoted by F1. Note that F1(X) = X¯.
4. An arithmetic K-Weil divisor of C0-type (resp. C1-type) on X is a pair D = (D; g)
consisting of a K-Weil divisor D on X and a D-Green function g of C0-type (resp.
C1-type). We denote the group of arithmetic K-Weil divisors of C0-type (resp. of
C1-type) on X by [WDivC0(X)K (resp. [WDivC1(X)K). It is easy to see that there is a
unique multi-linear form
 :
dDivC1(X)Kd 1 WDiv(X)K ! R
such that (D1; : : : ;Dd 1; ) = ddeg(D1e     Dd 1e ) for D1; : : : ;Dd 1 2 dDivC1(X) and
a prime divisor   with   * Supp(D1) [    [ Supp(Dd 1), where e  is the nor-
malization of  . We denote (D1; : : : ;Dd 1;D) by ddeg(D1   Dd 1  (D; 0)). Fur-
ther, for D1; : : : ;Dd 1 2 dDivC1(X)K and D = (D; g) 2 [WDivC0(X)K, we defineddeg(D1   Dd 1 D) to beddeg(D1   Dd 1 D) := ddeg(D1   Dd 1  (D; 0)) + 12
Z
X(C)
gc1(D1) ^    ^ c1(Dd 1):
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5. For a set, letR be the set of allmaps from toR. The vector space generated
by  over R is denoted by R(), that is,
R() = fa 2 R j a() = 0 except finitely many  2 g:
For a 2 R and  2 , we often denote a() by a.
6. Let V be a vector space over R and let h ; i be an inner product on V. For a
finite subset fx1; : : : ; xrg of V, we define vol(fx1; : : : ; xrg) to be the square root of the
Gramian of x1; : : : ; xr with respect to h ; i, that is,




hx1; x1i hx1; x2i    hx1; xri
hx2; x1i hx2; x2i    hx2; xri
           
hxr; x1i hxr; x2i    hxr; xri
1CCCCCCCCCCA:
For convenience, we set vol(;) = 1. Note that if V = Rn and h ; i is the standard
inner product, then vol(fx1; : : : ; xrg) is the volume of the parallelotope given by
fa1x1 +    + arxr j 0  a1  1; : : : ; 0  ar  1g.
1. Preliminaries
In this section, we prepare severalmaterials for later sections. In SubSection 1.1,
we consider elementary results on linear algebra. In Subsection 1.2, we introduce
the notion of proper currents and investigate several properties, which will be
used to see that the arithmetic intersection number treated in [20, SubSection 6.4]
coincides with the classical one due to Zhang and Maillot (cf. [24], [25], [13]).
They will be also used to establish the equality condition of the arithmetic Hodge
index theorem in a general context. SubSection 1.3 is devoted to the proof of a
variant of Gromov’s inequality for R-Cartier divisors.
1.1. Lemmas of linear algebra. Herewewould like to provide the following four
lemmas of linear algebra.
Lemma 1.1.1. Let M be a Z-module. Then we have the following:
(1) For x 2 M 
Z R, there are x1; : : : ; xl 2 M and a1; : : : ; al 2 R such that a1; : : : ; al
are linearly independent over Q and x = x1 
 a1 +    + xl 
 al.
(2) Let x1; : : : ; xl 2M and a1; : : : ; al 2 R such that a1; : : : ; al are linearly independent
overQ. If x1
a1+   +xl
al = 0 in M
ZR, then x1; : : : ; xl are torsion elements
in M.
(3) If N is a submodule of M, then (M 
Z Q) \ (N 
Z R) = N 
Z Q.
Proof. (1) As x 2 M 
Z R, there are a01; : : : ; a0r 2 R and x01; : : : ; x0r 2 M such that
x = x01 
 a01 +    + x0r 
 a0r. Let a1; : : : ; al be a basis of ha01; : : : ; a0riQ over Q. Then
there are ci j 2 Q such that a0i =
Pl
j=1 ci ja j. Replacing a j by a j=n (n 2 Z>0) if
necessarily, wemay assume that ci j 2 Z. Ifwe set x j = Pri=1 ci jx0i , then x1; : : : ; xl 2M,
x = x1 
 a1 +    + xs 
 as and a1; : : : ; as are linearly independent over Q.
(2) We set M0 = Zx1 +    + Zxl. Then, since R is flat over Z, the natural ho-
momorphism M0 
R ! M 
R is injective, and hence we may assume that M is
finitely generated. Let Mtor be the set of all torsion elements in M. Considering
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M=Mtor, we may further assume that M is free. Note that the natural homomor-
phism Za1     Zal ! R is injective. ThusM 
Z (Za1     Zal)! M 
Z R is
also injective becauseM is flat over Z. Namely,
(M 
Z Za1)      (M 
Z Zal)!M 
Z R
is injective. Therefore, x1 
 a1 =    = xl 
 al = 0. Thus x1 =    = xl = 0 because the
homomorphismM!M 
R given by x 7! x 
 ai is also injective for each i.
(3) It actually follows from [19, Lemma 1.1.3]. For reader’s convenience, we con-
tinue its proof in an elementary way. Let us consider the following commutative
diagram:
0     ! N 
Z Q Q    ! M 
Z Q %Q    ! (M=N) 
Z Q     ! 0????yN ????yM ????yM=N
0     ! N 
Z R R    ! M 
Z R %R    ! (M=N) 
Z R     ! 0
Note that horizontal sequences are exact and vertical homomorphisms are injec-
tive. Therefore, we have
(M 
Z Q) \ (N 
Z R) = Ker(%R  M) = Ker(M=N  %Q) = Ker(%Q) = N 
Z Q:

Lemma 1.1.2. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space over R and let h ; i be an inner
product on V. Let  be a non-empty finite subset of V and x 2 . Let h be the distance
between x and h n fxgiR (note that h;iR = f0g). Then we have the following ( for the
definition of vol(), see Conventions and terminology 6):
(1) vol() = vol( n fxg)h.
(2) vol()  vol( n fxg)phx; xi. In the case where  n fxg consists of linearly
independent vectors, the equality holds if and only if x is orthogonal to h n fxgiR.
(3) We assume that  n fxg consists of linearly independent vectors and x , 0. If  is
the angle between x and h n fxgiR, then
vol()phx; xivol( n fxg) = sin():
Proof. (1) If #() = 1, then the assertion is obvious, so that we may set  =
fx1; : : : ; xng, where x1 = x and n = #()  2. If x2; : : : ; xn are linearly dependent,
then vol() = vol( n fx1g) = 0. Thus the assertion is also obvious for this case.
Moreover, if x1 2 hx2; : : : ; xriR, then h = vol() = 0. Thus we may assume that
x1; x2; : : : ; xn are linearly independent. Let fe1; e2; : : : ; erg be an orthonormal basis
of hx1; x2; : : : ; xriR such that fe2; : : : ; erg yields an orthonormal basis of hx2; : : : ; xriR.
We set xi =
Pr
j=1 ai je j. Then h = ja11j and ai1 = 0 for i = 2; : : : ; r. Further, if we set
A = (ai j)1i; jr andA0 = (ai j)2i; jr, then vol() = jdet(A)j andvol(nfx1g) = jdet(A0)j.
Thus the assertion follows.
(2) and (3) follow from (1). 
Lemma 1.1.3. Let V be a vector space over R and let h ; i : V  V ! R be a negative
semi-definite symmetric bi-linear form, that is, hv; vi  0 for all v 2 V. For x 2 V, the
following are equivalent:
(1) hx; xi = 0.
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(2) hx; yi = 0 for all y 2 V.
Proof. Clearly (2) implies (1). We assume hx; xi = 0 and hx; yi , 0 for some y 2 V.
First of all,
0  hy + tx; y + txi = hy; yi + 2thx; yi
for all t 2 R. Thus, if we set t =  hy; yi=hx; yi, then the above implies hy; yi  0,
and hence hy; yi = 0. Therefore, if we set t = hx; yi=2, then we have hx; yi2  0,
which is a contradiction because hx; yi , 0. 
Lemma 1.1.4 (Zariski’s lemma for vector spaces). LetK be either Q orR. Let V be a
finite dimensional vector space over K, and let Q : V  V ! R be a symmetric bi-linear
form. We assume that there are e 2 V and generators e1; : : : ; en of V with the following
properties:
(i) e = a1e1 +    + anen for some a1; : : : ; an 2 K>0.
(ii) Q(e; ei)  0 for all i.
(iii) Q(ei; e j)  0 for all i , j.
(iv) If we set S = f(i; j) j i , j and Q(ei; e j) > 0g, then, for any i , j, there is a sequence
i1; : : : ; il such that i1 = i, il = j, and (it; it+1) 2 S for all 1  t < l.
Then we have the following:
(1) If Q(e; ei) < 0 for some i, then Q is negative definite, that is, Q(x; x)  0 for all
x 2 V, and Q(x; x) = 0 if and only if x = 0.
(2) If Q(e; ei) = 0 for all i, then Q is negative semi-definite and its kernel is Ke, that
is, Q(x; x)  0 for all x 2 V, and Q(x; x) = 0 if and only if x 2 Ke.
Proof. Replacing ei by aiei, we may assume that a1 =    = an = 1. If we set







(xi   x j)2Q(ei; e j):
Thus our assertions follow from easy observations. 
1.2. Proper currents and admissible continuous functions. Throughout this
subsection,wefixa k-equidimensional complexmanifoldM. A current of bidegree
(l; l) onM is said to be proper if, for any x 2M, there are an openneighborhoodUx of
x and d-closed positive currents T1;T2 of bidegree (l; l) onUx such that T = T1  T2
over Ux. We denote the space of proper currents of bidegree (l; l) by Dl;lpr(M). As a
proper current is of order 0, for f 2 C0(M) and T 2 Dl;lpr(M), we define the wedge
product ddc([ f ]) ^ T of ddc([ f ]) and T to be
ddc([ f ]) ^ T := ddc( f T);
that is, (ddc([ f ])^T)() = T( f ddc()) for a C1-form  of bidegree (k  l  1; k  l  1).
It is easy to see that the map
C0(M) Dl;lpr(M)! Dl+1;l+1(M)
given by ( f ;T) 7! ddc([ f ]) ^ T is multi-linear.
A continuous function f : M ! R is said to be admissible if, for any point
x 2M, there are an open neighborhoodUx of x and continuous plurisubharmonic
functions 1; 2 onUx such that f = 1  2 overUx. Note that ddc([ f ]) is a proper
current of bidegree (1; 1). The space of admissible continuous functions on M is
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denoted by C0ad(M). It is easy to see that C
1(M)  C0ad(M) (cf. the proof of (3) in
Lemma 1.2.1). Moreover, let B1;1ad (M) be the space of currents T of bidegree (1; 1)
such that T = ddc([']) locally for some admissible continuous function ' on each
local open neighborhood. As a d-closed positive C1-form of bidegree (1; 1) can
be locally written as ddc(C1-function) (cf. [7, Chapter 3, (1.18)]), any d-closed real
C1-form of bidegree (1; 1) onM belongs to B1;1ad (M).
An upper semicontinuous function f : M ! R [ f 1g is called a quasiplurisub-
harmonic function onM if f is locally a sum of a plurisubharmonic function and a
C1-function. We denote the space of all continuous quasiplurisubharmonic func-
tions onM by (C0 \QPSH)(M). Clearly (C0 \QPSH)(M)  C0ad(M). The subspace
generated by (C0 \QPSH)(M) in C0ad(M) is denoted by h(C0 \QPSH)(M)iR. For a
real continuous form  of bidegree (1; 1), we define C0ad(M;) to be
C0ad(M;) :=
n
f 2 C0ad(M) j ddc([ f ]) +   0
o
:
Note that C0ad(M;)  (C0 \ QPSH)(M) (cf. the proof of (3) in Lemma 1.2.1). Let
us begin with the following lemma.
Lemma 1.2.1. (1) If A 2 B1;1ad (X) and T 2 Dl;lpr(X), then A ^ T 2 Dl+1;l+1pr (X). More-
over, if A and T are positive, then A ^ T is also positive.
(2) For A1; : : : ;Ar 2 B1;1ad (M) and T 2 Dl;lpr(M), the wedge product
A1 ^    ^ Ar ^ T
of currents A1; : : : ;Ar and T is defined inductively as an element of Dr+l;r+lpr (M) by
using (1), that is,
A1 ^    ^ Ar ^ T = A1 ^ (A2 ^    ^ Ar ^ T):
Then the map B1;1ad (M)
r ! Dr+l;r+lpr (M) given by
(A1; : : : ;Ar) 7! A1 ^    ^ Ar ^ T
is multi-linear and symmetric.
(3) Let  be a real continuous form of bidegree (1; 1). Let f f1;ng1n=1; : : : ; f fr;ng1n=1 be
sequences in C0ad(M;) such that f fi;ng1n=1 converges locally uniformly to fi 2
C0ad(M;) for each i. Then, for T 2 Dl;lpr(M), a sequence
f1;nddc([ f2;n]) ^    ^ ddc([ fr;n]) ^ T	1n=1
converges weakly to
f1ddc([ f2]) ^    ^ ddc([ fr]) ^ T:
Proof. (1) This is a local question, so that wemay assume that there are continuous
plurisubharmonic functions 1; 2 and d-closed positive currents T1;T2 such that
A = ddc([1])   ddc([2]) and T = T1   T2. Therefore,
A ^ T =





ddc([1]) ^ T2 + ddc([2]) ^ T1

;
as required. The second assertion is obvious.
(2) The multi-linearity of B1;1ad (M)
r ! Dr+l;r+lpr (M) is obvious. For symmetry, it is
sucient to see that following claim:
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Claim 1.2.1.1. Let f and g be continuous plurisubharmonic functions on M and let T be
a proper current on M. Then ddc([ f ]) ^ ddc([g]) ^ T = ddc([g]) ^ ddc([ f ]) ^ T.
Proof. If f is C1, then, for a C1-form ,
(ddc( f ) ^ ddc([g]) ^ T)() = (ddc([g]) ^ T)(ddc( f ) ^ ) = T(gddc(ddc( f ) ^ ))
= T(gddc( f ) ^ ddc()) = (ddc( f ) ^ T)(gddc()) = (ddc([g]) ^ ddc( f ) ^ T)():
Otherwise, as the question is a local problem, we can find a sequence of C1
plurisubharmonic functions f fng such that f fng converges locally uniformly to
f . Then fddc( fn) ^ ddc([g]) ^ Tg and fddc([g]) ^ ddc( fn) ^ Tg converge weakly to
ddc([ f ]) ^ ddc([g]) ^ T and ddc([g]) ^ ddc([ f ]) ^ T respectively (cf. [7, Corollary 3.6
in Chapter 3]), and hence the assertion follows. 
(3) This is also a local question. For x 2 M, let us consider a local coordinate
(z1; : : : ; zk) over an open neighborhood Ux of x. As ddc(log(1 + jz1j2 +    + jzkj2)) is
a positive form, shrinking Ux if necessarily, we can find  > 0 such that
ddc(log(1 + jz1j2 +    + jzkj2))  
overUx. Thus, if we set =  log(1+ jz1j2+   + jzkj2), then fi+ , gi+ , fi;n+ and
gi;n +  are continuous and plurisubharmonic over Ux for all i and n. Therefore,
(3) is a consequence of the convergence theorem for plurisubharmonic functions
(cf. [7, Corollary 3.6 in Chapter 3]). 
Next we consider the following lemma.
Lemma 1.2.2. We assume that M is compact.
(1) Let  be a positive continuous form of bidegree (1; 1). If f 2 (C0 \ QPSH)(M),
then there is a positive number t0 such that f 2 C0ad(M; t) for all t  t0.
(2) For f ; g 2 h(C0 \QPSH)(M)iR and T 2 Dl;lpr(M),
f ddc([g]) ^ T  gddc([ f ]) ^ T mod Nl+1;l+1(M)
(for the definition of Nl+1;l+1(M), see Conventions and terminology 1).
(3) Let T be a d-closed positive current of bidegree (k   1; k   1). ThenZ
M
f ddc([ f ]) ^ T  0
for f 2 h(C0 \QPSH)(M)iR.
Proof. (1) For each point x 2M, there are an open neighborhoodUx of x, a plurisub-
harmonic function px on Ux and a C1-function qx on Ux such that f = px + qx over









i jdzi ^ dz¯ j;
where (z1; : : : ; zk) is a local coordinate on Ux. As (i j(x)) is a positive definite
hermitian matrix, we can find a positive number sx such that sx(i j(x)) + (i j(x))
is positive. Note that sx(i j) + (i j) is continuous on Ux. Thus, shrinking Ux if
necessarily, sx(i j) + (i j) is positive on Ux, and hence, for t  tx := 1=sx,
ddc(qx) + t = (t   tx) + tx(sxddc(qx) + )  0
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onUx. Because of the compactness ofX, there are finitely many x1; : : : ; xr 2 Xwith
X = Ux1 [    [Uxr . If we set t0 = maxftx1 ; : : : ; xxrg, then, for t  t0,
ddc([ f ]) + t = ddc([pxi]) + (dd
c(qxi) + t)
is positive over Uxi , as required.
(2) By our assumption, there are f1; f2; g1; g2 2 (C0 \ QPSH)(M) such that f =
f1   f2 and g = g1   g2. Therefore, we may assume that f ; g 2 (C0 \QPSH)(M). If
f is C1, then, for a d-closed C1-form  of bidegree (k   l   1; k   l   1),
( f ddc([g]) ^ T)() = T(gddc( f)) = T(gddc( f ) ^ ) = (gddc( f ) ^ T)():
Otherwise, by (1), we can take a positive C1-form  of bidegree (1; 1) with f 2
C0ad(X;). Thus, by [1] or [20, Lemma 4.2], we can find a sequence of C
1-functions
f fng in C0ad(M;) such that f fng converges uniformly to f . Therefore, by (3) in
Lemma 1.2.1,
fnddc([g]) ^ T and gddc( fn) ^ T
converges weakly to f ddc([g])^ T and gddc([ f ])^ T respectively. Thus (2) follows
from the case where f is C1.









@( f ) ^ @¯( f ) + f ddc( f )
















@( f ) ^ @¯( f )
!





@( f ) ^ @¯( f )
!
 0:
Thus we have the assertion in the case where f is C1.
In general, by using (1), we can find continuous functions g; h on M and a
positive C1-form  such that g; h 2 C0ad(M;) and f = g   h. Thus, by [1] or [20,
Lemma 4.2], there are sequences fgng1n=1 and fhng1n=1 of C1-functions on M such
that gn; hn 2 C0ad(M;) for all n  1 and
lim
n!1 kgn   gksup = limn!1 khn   hksup = 0:
Then, by (3) in Lemma 1.2.1, a sequence f(gn   hn)ddc(gn   hn) ^ Tg of currents
converge weakly to (g   h)ddc([g   h]) ^ T = f ddc([ f ]) ^ T. Thus, (3) follows from
the previous case. 
From now on, we assume that M is compact and Ka¨hler. Let T be a d-closed
positive current of bidegree (k  1; k  1). For f ; g 2 C0ad(M), we define IT( f ; g) to be
IT( f ; g) :=
Z
M
f ddc([g]) ^ T;
which will be used to see the equality condition of the Hodge index theorem (cf.
Theorem 2.2.3 and Theorem 2.2.5). Then we have the following proposition.
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Proposition 1.2.3. IT is a symmetric and negative semidefinite bi-linear form on
h(C0 \QPSH)(M)iR;
that is, the following properties are satisfied:
(1) IT(a f + b f 0; g) = aIT( f ; g) + bIT( f 0; g) and IT( f ; ag + bg0) = aIT( f ; g) + bIT( f ; g0)
hold for all f ; f 0; g; g0 2 C0ad(M) and a; b 2 R.
(2) IT( f ; g) = IT(g; f ) for all f ; g 2 h(C0 \QPSH)(M)iR.
(3) IT( f ; f )  0 for all f 2 h(C0 \QPSH)(M)iR.
Moreover, let A1; : : : ;Ak 1 2 B1;1ad (M) and let ! be a Ka¨hler form of M. We assume that,
for each i = 1; : : : ; k   1, there is i 2 R>0 with Ai  i! . If T = A1 ^    ^ Ak 1, then
IT( f ; f ) = 0 () f is a constant:
Proof. (1) is obvious. (2) follows from (2) in Lemma 1.2.2. (3) is a consequence
of (3) in Lemma 1.2.2. Finally we consider the last assertion. Clearly if f is a
constant, then IT( f ; f ) = 0. We set
T0 = ( 11 A1) ^    ^ ( 1k 1Ak 1) = (1    k 1) 1T:
Then, as  1i Ai   ! is positive, by (1) in Lemma 1.2.1, there is a d-closed positive
current T00 of bidegree (k   1; k   1) such that T0 = !k 1 + T00. In particular, by (3),
IT0( f ; f )  I!k 1( f ; f )  0
for f 2 h(C0 \ QPSH)(M)iR. Note that we can define a Laplacian ! by the
equation:
 ddc( f ) ^ !k 1 =!( f )!k ( f 2 C1(M)):
Let us see that ! is elliptic. This is a local question. Let 1; : : : ; k be a local
orthonormal frame of the holomorphic cotangent bundle 
1M with respect to the
metric arising from the Ka¨hler form ! so that ! =
p 1Pi 1 ^ ¯ j. If we set
ddc( f ) =
p 1Pi; j ai ji ^ ¯ j, then




On the other hand, we set dzs =
P
i csii for s = 1; : : : ; k, where (z1; : : : ; zk) is a local
coordinate. Then














csic¯t ji ^ ¯ j;
so that






1CCCCA @2( f )@zs@z¯t :
Thus it is sucient to show that a matrix D = (
P
i csic¯ti)1s;tk is positive-definite.
This is obvious because D = C  (the transpose of C¯) and det(C) , 0, where C =
(csi)1s;ik.
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Therefore,
IT( f ; f ) = 0 =) IT0( f ; f ) = 0 =) I!k 1( f ; f ) = 0
=) I!k 1(g; f ) = 0 for all g 2 C1(M) (* Lemma 1.1.3)
=) ddc([ f ]) ^ !k 1 = 0 as a current
=) !([ f ]) = 0
=) f is harmonic (* the regularity of elliptic operators)
=) f is a constant;
as required. 
1.3. A variant of Gromov’s inequality forR-Cartier divisors. In this subsection,
we would like to consider a generalization of [17, Lemma 1.1.4] to R-Cartier
divisors.
Lemma 1.3.1. Let X be a d-dimensional compact Ka¨hler manifold and let ! be a Ka¨hler
form on X. Let D1; : : : ;Dl be R-Cartier divisors on X. For each i = 1; : : : ; l, let gi be a
Di-Green function of C1-type. Let U be an open set of X such that U is not empty on each
connected component of X. Then there are constants C1; : : : ;Cl  1 such that Ci depends
only on gi and U, and that
sup
x2X
fjsjm1g1++mlgl(x)g  Cm11   Cmll sup
x2U
fjsjm1g1++mlgl(x)g:
for all m1; : : : ;ml 2 R0 and all s 2 H0(X;m1D1 +    + mlDl). Moreover, if Di = 0 and
gi is a constant function, then Ci = 1.
Proof. Clearly we may assume that X is connected. Shrinking U if necessarily, we
may identify U with fx 2 Cd j jxj < 1g. We set W = fx 2 Cd j jxj < 1=2g. In this




@@¯(g) ^ !^(d 1) =!(g)!^d:
Let !i be a C1-form of (1; 1)-type given by ddc([gi]) + Di = [!i]. Let ai be a C1-








and that i is identically zero on X nW. Thus we can find a C1-function Fi with
!(Fi) = ai   i. Note that!(Fi) = ai on X nW.
Let s 2 H0(X;m1D1 +    +mlDl). We set
f = jsj2m1g1++mlgl exp( (m1F1 +    +mlFl)):
Note that f is continuous over X and log( f ) is C1 over X n Zs, where
Zs = Supp((s) +m1D1 +    +mlDl):
Claim 1.3.1.1. maxx2XnWf f (x)g = maxx2@(W)f f (x)g.
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If f is a constant over X nW, then our assertion is obvious, so that we assume




@@¯(log(jsj2m1g1++mlgl)) = m1!1 +    +ml!l over X n Zs;
we have!(log( f )) = 0 on X n (W [ Zs). Let us choose x0 2 X nW such that the
continuous function f over X nW takes the maximum value at x0. Note that
x0 2 X n (W [ Zs):
For, if Zs = ;, then our assertion is obvious. Otherwise, f is zero at any point of
Zs. Since log( f ) is harmonic over X n (W [ Zs), log( f ) takes the maximum value
at x0 and log( f ) is not a constant, we have x0 2 @(W) by virtue of the maximum




fexp( Fi)g; Bi = max
x2@(W)
fexp( Fi)g and Ci = Bi=bi:
Then
bm11    bmll jsj2m1g1++mlgl  f
over X nW and




fjsj2m1g1++mlglg  Cm11   Cmll maxx2@(W)fjsj
2






fjsj2m1g1++mlglg  Cm11   Cmll max
x2W
fjsj2m1g1++mlglg;
as required. The last assertion is obvious by our construction because Fi = 0 in
this case. 
2. Hodge index theorem for arithmetic R-Cartier divisors
In this section, wewould like to observe theHodge index theorem for arithmetic
R-Cartier divisors and apply it to the pseudo-eectivity of arithmetic divisors. A
negative definite quadric form over Q does not necessarily extend to a negative
definite quadric form overR. For example, the quadric form q(x; y) =  (x+ p2y)2
on Q2 is negative definite, but it is not negative definite on R2. In this sense, the
equality condition of the Hodge index theorem for arithmetic R-Cartier divisors
is not an obvious generalization. In addition, the equality condition is crucial to
consider the pseudo-eectivity of R-Cartier divisors.
In SubSection 2.1, we compare the arithmetic intersection number in [20, Sub-
Section 6.4] with the classical one due to Zhang and Maillot (cf. [24], [25], [13]).
SubSection 2.2 is devoted to the Hodge index theorem for arithmeticR-Cartier di-
visors. Especially its equality condition is treated carefully. In SubSection 2.3, we
consider a necessary condition for the pseudo-eectivity of arithmetic R-Cartier
divisors as an application of the equality condition of the arithmetic Hodge index
theorem.
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Throughout this section, Xwill be a d-dimensional, generically smooth, normal
projective arithmetic variety. Moreover, let
X  ! Spec(OK)! Spec(Z)
be the Stein factorization of X ! Spec(Z), where K is a number field and OK is
the ring of integers in K.
2.1. Generalized intersection pairing on arithmetic varieties. Let dDivNefC0 (X)R be
the subspace of dDivC0(X)R consisting of integrable arithmetic R-Cartier divisors
of C0-type on X, that is, dDivNefC0 (X)R is the subspace generated by dNefC0(X)R. For
D1; : : : ;Dd 2 dDivNefC0 (X)R, we can define the intersection number ddeg(D1   Dd) as
follows: If D1; : : : ;Dd 2 dNefC0(X)R, then it is given by





In general, we extend the above by multi-linearity (for details, see [20, SubSec-
tion 6.4]). Note that if D1; : : : ;Dd 2 dDivC1(X)R, then ddeg(D1   Dd) coincides with
the usual arithmetic intersection number because the self intersection number
of a nef arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C1-type in the usual sense is equal to
its arithmetic volume (cf. [20, Claim 6.4.2.2]). The following proposition is the
main result of this subsection. Especially, (3) means that the above intersection
number coincides with other definitions [24, Lemma 6.5], [25, x1] and [13, x5].
In this sense, this subsection provides a quick introduction to the generalized
intersection pairing on arithmetic varieties.
Here we need to fix a notation. Let u1; : : : ; up 2 h(C0 \ QPSH)(X(C))iR and
B1; : : : ;Bp 2 B1;1ad (X(C)). Let I be a non-empty subset of f1; : : : ; pg and J = f1; : : : ; pgnI.
If we set I = fi1; : : : ; ikg and J = f j1; : : : ; jlg, then, by Lemma 1.2.1, the class of
ui1dd
c([ui2]) ^    ^ ddc([uik]) ^ B j1 ^    ^ B jl
in Dp 1;p 1(X(C))=Np 1;p 1(X(C)) does not depend on the choice of i1; : : : ; ik and
j1; : : : ; jl, so that it is denoted by uddc(uI) ^ BJ.
Proposition 2.1.1. (1) If D = D
0
+ (0; ) for D;D
0 2 dDivNefC0 (X)R and  2 C0(X),
then  2 h(C0 \QPSH)(X(C))iR.
(2) Let D1; : : : ;Dd 2 dDivNefC0 (X)R, A1; : : : ;Ad 2 dDivC1(X)R and u1; : : : ; ud 2 C0(X)




does not depend on the choice of A1; : : : ;Ad and u1; : : : ; ud. If we denote the above
number by ddeg0(D1   Dd), then the mapdDivC0ad(X)Rd ! R
given by (D1; : : : ;Dd) 7! ddeg0(D1   Dd) is symmetric and multi-linear.
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(3) ddeg(D1   Dd) = ddeg0(D1   Dd) for D1; : : : ;Dd 2 dDivNefC0 (X)R.
(4) Let D1;    ;Dd;D01;    ;D
0
d 2 dDivNefC0 (X)R and 1; : : : ; d 2 C0(X) such that Di =
D
0




Proof. (1) We can find E;F;E
0
;F
0 2 dNefC0(X)R such that D = E   F and D0 = E0   F0.




+ F + (0; ), the assertion of (1) is obvious if we compare two





(2) In order to proceed with arguments, we need several notations. Let bZp(X)R
be the set of all pairs (Z;T) such that Z is a codimension p R-cycle on X (i.e.
Z = a1Z1+   +arZr for some a1; : : : ; ar 2 R and codimension p integral subschemes
Z1; : : : ;Zr of X) and T is a real current of bidegree (p  1; p  1) on X(C). LetbRp(X)0R
be the vector subspace generated by the following elements:
(a)
 
( f ); [log j f j2], where f is a rational function on some integral closed
subscheme Y of codimension p   1 and [log j f j2] is the current defined by
[log j f j2]() =
Z
Y(C)
(log j f j2):
(b) (0;T), where T is a real current in Np 1;p 1(X(C)). (for the definition of
Np 1;p 1(X(C)), see Conventions and terminology 1).
We set dCHp(X)0R := bZp(X)R=bRp(X)0R:
Let A be an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C1-type. Then we can define a homo-
morphism bc1(A) : dCHp(X)0R !dCHp+1(X)0R
given bybc1(A)  (Z;T) =bc1(A)  (Z; 0) + (0; c1(A) ^ T). Note thatbc1(A) bc1(B) =bc1(B) bc1(A)
for arithmetic R-Cartier divisors A and B of C1-type.
Claim 2.1.1.1. The class of
Z(A1; : : : :Ap;u1; : : : ; up) :=bc1(A1)   bc1(Ap) + X
;,If1;:::;pg
(0;uddc(uI) ^ c1(AJ))
indCHp(X)0R does not depend on the choice of A1; : : : ;Ap and u1; : : : ; up for p = 1; : : : ; d.
Proof. Let B1; : : : ;Bp be arithmetic R-Cartier divisors of C1-type and v1; : : : ; vp 2
C0ad(X) such that Di = Bi + (0; vi) for i = 1; : : : ; p. Then we can find C
1-function
1; : : : ; p such that ui = vi + i and Bi = Ai + (0; i) for i = 1; : : : ; p. We need to see
that
Z(A1; : : : ;Ap;u1; : : : ; up) = Z(B1; : : : ;Bp; v1; : : : ; vp)
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indCHp(X)0R. We prove it by induction on p. If p = 1, then the assertion is obvious,
so that we assume p > 1. By the hypothesis of induction, we have
Z(A2; : : : ;Ap;u2; : : : ; up) = Z(B2; : : : ;Bp; v2; : : : ; vp)
indCHp 1(X)0R, which impliesbc1(A1)  Z(A2; : : : ;Ap;u2; : : : ; up) = (bc1(B1)  bc1(0; 1))  Z(B2; : : : ;Bp; v2; : : : ; vp)
indCHp 1(X)0R. The left hand side is equal to








where J0 = f2; : : : ; pg n I0. Moreover, the right hand side is equal to
Z(B1; : : : ;Bp; v1; : : : ; vp)  
X
I0f2;:::;pg
(0; v1ddc(vI0) ^ c1(BJ0))
 bc1(B2)   bc1(Bp) bc1(0; 1)   X
;,I0f2;:::;pg
bc1(0; 1)  (0; vddc(vI0) ^ c1(BJ0))











indCHp 1(X)0R. Therefore, we can see that
Z(A1; : : : ;Ap;u1; : : : ; up)   Z(B1; : : : ;Bp; v1; : : : ; vp)
is equal to 0BBBBBB@0;u1 X
I0f2;:::;pg

ddc(uI0) ^ c1(AJ0)   ddc(vI0) ^ c1(BJ0)
1CCCCCCA ;
which is zero by the following Lemma 2.1.2. 
Applying the above claim to the case where p = d, the first assertion follows.
The second assertion can be easily checked by using its definition.
(3) For this purpose, it is sucient to show that ddeg0(Dd) = cvol(D) for D =
(D; g) 2 dNefC0(X)R. Let A be an ample arithmetic Cartier divisor of C1-type. We
assume ddeg0((D + (1=n)A)d+1) = cvol(D + (1=n)A)
for all n > 0. Then, using the continuity of cvol, we can see ddeg0(Dd) = cvol(D).
Thus we may assume D is ample, so that there is a D-Green function h such that
 := c1(D; h) is positive. We setD
0
= (D; h) and = g h. Then is continuous and
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ddc([])+  0. Therefore, by [1] or [20, Lemma 4.2], we can take a sequence ofC1-
functions fng such that limn!1 kn ksup = 0, and that   n and n 2 C0ad(X;)
for all n. We set Dn = D
0
+ (0; n). Then Dn is a nef arithmetic R-Cartier divisor
of C1-type, and hence ddeg0(Ddn) = cvol(Dn) for all n by [20, Claim 6.4.2.2]. As













In addition, by (3) in Lemma 1.2.1, fnddc(n)i 1 ^ d ig converges weakly to
ddc([])i 1 ^ d i
for each i. Thus we have the assertion.
(3) By using the symmetry and multi-linearity of ddeg(D1   Dd), it is sucient





which is a straightforward calculation by using the definition in (2). 
Lemma 2.1.2. Let V and W be vector spaces over R and let f : Vs !W be a symmetric
multi-linear map. Let a1; : : : ; as; b1; : : : ; bs be elements of V. For a subset I of f1; : : : ; sg,
we set I = fi1; : : : ; ikg and J = f j1; : : : ; jlg, where J = f1; : : : ; sg n I and k + l = s. Then
f (ai1 ; : : : ; aik ; b j1 ; : : : ; b jl)
does not depend on the choice of i1; : : : ; ik and j1; : : : ; jl, so that it is denoted by f (aI; bJ).
Let a1; : : : ; as; b1; : : : ; bs; c1; : : : ; cs; d1; : : : ; ds be elements of V. We assume that there are
u1; : : : ; us 2 V such that ai = ci + ui and bi = di   ui for all i = 1; : : : ; s. ThenX
If1;:::;sg




Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on s. If s = 1, thenX
If1;:::;sg




Thus we assume s > 1. By the hypothesis of induction, we haveX
I0f2;:::;sg
f (a1; aI0 ; bJ0) =
X
I0f2;:::;sg
f (a1; cI0 ; dJ0)
and X
I0f2;:::;sg
f (b1; aI0 ; bJ0) =
X
I0f2;:::;sg
f (b1; cI0 ; dJ0);
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where J0 = f2; : : : ; sg n I0. The first equation and the second equation imply thatX
12If1;:::;sg
f (aI; bJ) =
X
12If1;:::;sg
f (cI; dJ) +
X
I0f2;:::;sg
f (u1; cI0 ; dJ0)
and X
1<If1;:::;sg
f (aI; bJ) =
X
1<If1;:::;sg
f (cI; dJ)  
X
I0f2;:::;sg
f (u1; cI0 ; dJ0)
respectively. Thus the lemma follows. 
2.2. Hodge index theorem for arithmetic R-Cartier divisors. First of all, let us
fix notation. Let K be either Q or R. Let H be an ample K-Cartier divisor on X.
Let D be a K-Cartier divisor on X and let E be a vertical K-Weil divisor on X.
We set E =
Pl








is denoted by degH(D  E). Note that if X is regular and D and E are vertical,
then degH(D  E) = degH(E  D). We say D is divisorially -nef with respect to H if
degH(D   )  0 for all vertical prime divisors   on X. Moreover, D is said to be
divisorially -numerically trivial with respect to H if D and  D is divisorially -nef
with respect to H, that is, degH(D   ) = 0 for all vertical prime divisors   on X.
Lemma 2.2.1. We assume that X is regular. Let P 2 Spec(OK) and let  1(P) =
a1 1 +   + an n be the irreducible decomposition as a cycle, that is, a1; : : : ; an 2 Z>0 and

















ThenKer(TP) = h(a1; : : : ; an)iK and TP(Kn) = f(y1; : : : ; yn) 2 Kn j a1y1+   +anyn = 0g.
Proof. This is a consequence of Zariski’s lemma (cf. Lemma 1.1.4). 
Lemma 2.2.2. We assume that X is regular. Let D be a K-Cartier divisor on X with
deg(Hd 2
Q
DQ) = 0. Then there is a vertical eectiveK-Cartier divisor E such that D+E
is divisorially -numerically trivial with respect to H.
Proof. We can choose P1; : : : ;Pn 2 Spec(OK) such that degH(D   ) = 0 for all
vertical prime divisors   with ( ) < fP1; : : : ;Png. We set  1(Pk) = Pnki=1 aki ki for



















=  degH(D   kj)
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Then D + E is divisorially -numerically trivial. 
First let us consider the Hodge index theorem for R-Cartier divisors on an
arithmetic surface. It was actually treated in [2, Theorem 5.5]. Here we would
like to present a slightly dierent version.
Theorem 2.2.3. We assume d = 2. Let Div0(XQ)R be a vector subspace of Div(XQ)R
given by
Div0(XQ)R := f# 2 Div(XQ)R j deg(#) = 0g:
Let D = (D; g) be an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor in dDivNefC0 (X)R with DQ 2 Div0(XQ)R.
Then ddeg(D2)   2[K : Q]hDQ;DQiNT;
where h ; iNT is the Ne´ron-Tate pairing on Div0(XQ)R (cf. Remark 2.2.4). Moreover, the
equality holds if and only if the following conditions (a), (b) and (c) hold:
(a) D is divisorially -numerically trivial.
(b) g is of C1-type.
(c) c1(D) = 0.
Proof. Let  : X0 ! X be a resolution of singularities of X (cf. [12]). Then, since
the arithmetic volume function is invariant under birational morphisms (cf. [17,
Theorem 4.3]), we can see ddeg(D2) = ddeg((D)2). Thus we may assume that X is
regular.
Let g0 be an F1-invariant D-Green function of C1-type with c1(D; g0) = 0. Let 
be an F1-invariant continuous function on X(C) with g = g0 + . Then, by (1) in
Proposition 2.1.1,  2 h(C0 \QPSH)(X(C))iR
By Lemma 2.2.2, we can find an eective and vertical R-Cartier divisor E such
that D + E is divisorially -numerically trivial. If we set D
0
= (D + E; g0), then D
0
satisfies the above conditions (a), (b) and (c). Moreover, as D = D





Thus, by Proposition 1.2.3 and Zariski’s lemma (cf. Lemma 1.1.4), in order to
prove the assertions of the theorem, it is sucient to seeddeg(D2) =  2[K : Q]hDK;DKiNT:
under the assumptions (a), (b) and (c).
By (1) in Lemma 1.1.1, we can chooseD1; : : : ;Dl 2 Div(X) and a1; : : : ; al 2 R such
that D = a1D1 +    + alDl and a1; : : : ; al are linearly independent over Q. Let C be
a 1-dimensional vertical closed integral subscheme. Since
0 = deg(DjC) = a1 deg(D1jC) +    + an deg(DnjC);
we have deg(DijC) = 0 for all i, and hence Di is divisorially -numerically trivial
for every i, so that we can also choose a Di-Green function hi of C1-type such that
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D = a1D1 +    + alDl and c1(Di) = 0 for all i, where Di = (Di; hi) for i = 1; : : : ; l. We
need to showddeg (a1D1 +    + alDl)2 =  2[K : Q]ha1D1 +    + alDl; a1D1 +    + alDliNT:
Note that it holds for a1; : : : ; al 2 Q by Faltings-Hriljac ([8], [10]). Moreover, each
hand side is continuous with respect to a1; : : : ; al. Thus the equality follows in
general. 
Remark 2.2.4. (1) Let Div0(XQ) be the group of divisors # on XQ with deg(#) = 0.
By using (1) in Lemma 1.1.1, we can see Div0(XQ) 
Z R = Div0(XQ)R. Let
h ; iNT : Div0(XQ) Div0(XQ)! R
be the Ne´ron-Tate height pairing on Div0(XQ), which extends to
Div0(XQ)R Div0(XQ)R ! R
in the natural way. By abuse of notation, the above bi-linear map is also denoted
by h ; iNT. By virtue of [9, Proposition B.5.3], we can see that
PDiv(XQ)R = f# 2 Div0(XQ)R j h#; #iNT = 0g:
(2) Let D = (D; g) be an integrable arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C0-type on X.
If DQ 2 Div0(XQ)R and ddeg(D2) = 0, there are ' 2 Rat(X)R and an F1-invariant
locally constant function  on X(C) such that D = c(')R + (0; ). Indeed, by
Theorem 2.2.3 and the above (1), D is divisorially -numerically trivial, g is of
C1-type, c1(D) = 0 and DQ 2 PDiv(XQ)R. Therefore, there exist ' 2 Rat(X)R, a
vertical R-Cartier divisor E and an F1-invariant continuous function  on X(C)
such that D = c(')R + (E; ). As D and (')R is divisorially -numerically trivial,
by using Zariski’s lemma, we can find # 2 dDiv(Spec(OK))R such that E = (#).
Note that the class group of OK is finite, so that # 2 PDiv(Spec(OK))R, and hence
E 2 PDiv(X)R. Therefore, we may assume that E = 0. Thus





which implies that  is locally constant by Proposition 1.2.3.
Finally let us consider the Hodge index theorem on a higher dimensional arith-
metic variety. The proof is almost same as [16], but we need a careful treatment
at the final step.
Theorem 2.2.5. Let D = (D; g) be an arithmeticR-Cartier divisor indDivNefC0 (X)R and let
H = (H; h) be an ample arithmetic Q-Cartier divisor on X. If deg(DQ Hd 2Q ) = 0, thenddeg(D2 Hd 2)  0:
Moreover, if the equality holds, then DQ 2 PDiv(XQ)R.
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Proof. By (1) in Lemma 1.1.1, we can choose D1; : : : ;Dl 2 Div(X) and a1; : : : ; al 2 R
such that a1; : : : ; al are linearly independent overQ andD = a1D1+   +alDl. Since
0 = deg(DQ Hd 2Q ) =
lX
i=1
ai deg(DiQ Hd 2Q )
and deg(DiQ  Hd 2Q ) 2 Q for all i, we have deg(DiQ  Hd 2Q ) = 0 for all i. Let us
also choose an F1-invariant Di-Green function gi of C1-type such that c1(Di; gi) ^
c1(H)d 2 = 0. If we set g0 = a1g1 +    + algl, then, by (1) in Proposition 2.1.1, there





because c1(D; g0) ^ c1(H)d 2 = 0. Therefore, by Proposition 1.2.3,ddeg(D2 Hd 2)  ddeg((D; g0)2 Hd 2)
and the equality holds if and only if  is a constant. Thus we may assume that 
is a constant, that is, g = g0 by replacing gl by gl + =al.
By virtue of [16, Theorem 1.1],ddeg  1(D1; g1) +    + l(Dl; gl)2 Hd 2  0
for all 1; : : : ; l 2 Q, and hence ddeg(D2 Hd 2)  0.
We need to check the equality condition. We prove it by induction on d. If d = 2,
then the assertion follows from Theorem 2.2.3 and Remark 2.2.4. We assume that
d > 2 and ddeg(D2  Hd 2) = 0. By using arithmetic Bertini’s theorem (cf. [15]), we
can find m 2 Z>0 and f 2 Rat(X) with the following properties:
(i) If we set H
0
= (H0; h0) = mH +c( f ), then (H0; h0) 2 dDivC1(X), H0 is eective,
h0 > 0 and H0 is smooth over Q.
(ii) If H0 = Y0 + c1F1 +    + crFr is the irreducible decomposition such that Y0
is horizontal and Fi’s are vertical, then Fi’s are connected components of
smooth fibers over Z.
(iii) D and H0 have no common irreducible component.
Let Y be the normalization of Y0. Then























) = 0 and
c1(D) = 0. In particular, by hypothesis of induction, DQ

Y
2 [PDiv(YQ)R. Let C be




c1(D) = deg(DQ  C) =
X
ai deg(DiQ  C)
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and a1; : : : ; al are linearly independent over Q, we have deg(DiQ  C) = 0 for all i.
Therefore, if we set Li = OXQ(Di), then Li is numerically trivial, and hence (Li)C is
also numerically trivial onX(C). Thismeans that (Li)C comes froma representation
i : 1(X(C)) ! C. Let  be the natural homomorphism  : 1(Y(C)) ! 1(X(C))
and let
0i = i   : 1(Y(C))  ! 1(X(C))
i ! C:
Then 0i yields (Li)CjY(C). Let
 : 1(X(C))! C 
Z R and 0 : 1(Y(C))! C 
Z R
be homomorphisms given by  = 
a11   
all and 0 = 01









R, we have 0 = 1. Note that  is surjective (cf. [14, Theorem 7.4] and
the homotopy exact sequence). Thus  = 1 because 0 =   . Therefore, by (2) in
Lemma 1.1.1, the image of i is finite for all i. This means that there is a positive
integer n such that (Li)
nC ' OX(C) for all i. If we fix  2 K(C), then
dimKH0(XQ;L
ni ) = dimCH
0(XQ Spec(K) Spec(C);L
ni 
K C) = 1;
and hence L
ni ' OXQ because deg(Li Hd 2Q ) = 0. Therefore,
L
a11 









in Pic(XQ)R. Thus DQ 2 PDiv(XQ)R. 
Remark 2.2.6. There is a typo in [16, Lemma 1.1.2]. The form ! should be real,
that is, !¯ = !.
2.3. Hodge index theorem and pseudo-eectivity. In this subsection, let us ob-
serve the pseudo-eectivity of arithmetic R-Cartier divisors as an application of
Hodge index theorem. Let us begin with the following lemma:
Lemma 2.3.1. We assume that X is regular. Let D = (D; g) be an arithmetic R-Cartier
divisor of C0-type. If D is semi-ample on XQ (that is, there are semi-ample divisors
A1; : : : ;Ar on XQ and a1; : : : ; ar 2 R>0 such that DQ = a1A1 +    + arAr), then there are
'1; : : : ; 'l 2 Rat(X)R and c 2 R such that D +d('i)R + (0; c)  0 for all i and
l\
i=1
Supp(D + ('i)R) = ;
on XQ ( for the definition of Rat(X)R and arithmetic R-principal divisors, see SubSec-
tion 0.2 in Introduction and Conventions and terminology 2).
Proof. Let us consider the assertion of the lemma for D = (D; g):
() There exist '1; : : : ; 'l 2 Rat(X)

R and c 2 R such that
D +d('i)R + (0; c)  0 for all i andTli=1 Supp(D + ('i)R) = ; on XQ.
Claim 2.3.1.1. (1) If D is a Q-Cartier divisor and D is semi-ample on XQ (i.e. nD is
base-point free on XQ for some n > 0), then () holds for D.
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(2) If D is vertical, then () holds for D.
(3) If a 2 R>0 and () holds for D, then so does for aD.
(4) If () holds for D and D0, so does for D +D0.
Proof. (1) Since D is a semi-ample Q-Cartier divisor on XQ, there are a positive
integer n and 1; : : : ; l 2 H0(X; nD) n f0g such thatTli=1 Supp(nD+ (i)) = ; on XQ.
Since D + (1=ni )R is eective, we can find c 2 R such that D + [(1=ni )R + (0; c)  0
for all i.
(2) We choose x 2 OK n f0g such that D + (x)  0, and hence there is c 2 R such
that D +c(x) + (0; c)  0.
(3) Let '1; : : : ; 'l 2 Rat(X)R and c 2 R such that D +d('i)R + (0; c)  0 for all i
and
Tl
i=1 Supp(D + ('i)R) = ; on XQ. Then aD + d('ai )R + (0; ac)  0 for all i andTl
i=1 Supp(aD + ('ai )R) = ; on XQ.
(4) By our assumption, there exist '1; : : : ; 'l; '01; : : : ; '
0
l0 2 Rat(X)R and c; c0 2 R
such that 8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
D +d('i)R + (0; c)  0 for all i:Tl
i=1 Supp(D + ('i)R) = ; on XQ;
D
0
+d('0j)R + (0; c0)  0 for all j;Tl0
j=1 Supp(D0 + ('0j)R) = ; on XQ:
Then D +D
0
+ [('i'0j)R + (0; c + c
0)  0 for all i; j and\
i; j
Supp(D +D0 + ('i'0j)R) = ;
on XQ because\
i; j








Let us go back to the proof of the lemma. SinceX is regular andD is semi-ample
onXQ, there are arithmeticQ-Cartier divisorsD1; : : : ;Dr ofC0-type, a1; : : : ; ar 2 R>0,
a vertical R-Cartier divisor E and an F1-invariant continuous function  on X(C)
such that Di’s are semi-ample on XQ and D = a1D1 +    + arDr + (E; ). Thus the
assertion follows from the above claim. 
Let us fix an ample arithmetic Q-Cartier divisor H on X. For arithmetic R-
Cartier divisors D1 and D2 of C1-type on X, we denote ddeg(Hd 2  D1  D2) byddegH(D1 D2). Let us consider the following lemma, which is a useful criterion of
pseudo-eectivity.
Lemma 2.3.2. We assume that X is regular. Let D = (D; g) be an arithmetic R-Cartier
divisor of C1-type on X with the following properties:
(1) D is nef on XQ and deg(DQ Hd 2Q ) = 0.
(2) c1(D) is semipositive.
(3) D is divisorially -nef with respect to H.
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(4) ddegH(D2) < 0.
Then D is not pseudo-eective.
Proof. First we claim the following:
Claim 2.3.2.1. There is an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor L = (L; h) of C1-type with the
following properties:
(a) L is ample on XQ.
(b) c1(L) is positive.
(c) L is divisorially -nef with respect to H.
(d) ddegH(L D) < 0.
Proof. Since ddegH(D2) < 0, we haveddegH(D + H D) < 0
for a suciently small positive number . Thus, if we set L = D + H, then L
satisfies all properties (a) – (d). 
Let us goback to theproof of the lemma. SinceL is ample onXQ, byLemma2.3.1,
there are '1; : : : ; 'l 2 Rat(X)R and c 2 R such that L +d('i)R + (0; c)  0 for all i andTl
i=1 Supp(L + ('i)R) = ; on XQ. Let   be a horizontal prime divisor. Then we can
find i such that   * Supp(L + ('i)R). ThusddegH((L + (0; c))  ( ; 0)) = ddegH((L +d('i)R + (0; c))  ( ; 0))
= ddeg Hd 2
 




Furthermore, the above inequality also holds for a vertical prime divisor   because
L is divisorially -nef with respect to H. Therefore, if G = (G; k) is an eective




In particular, if D is pseudo-eective, thenddegH((L + (0; c)) D)  0:
On the other hand, as deg(DQ Hd 2Q ) = 0,ddegH((L + (0; c)) D) = ddegH(L D) + c2 deg(DQ Hd 2Q )
= ddegH(L D) < 0:
This is a contradiction. 
As consequence of Hodge index theorem and the above lemma, we have the
following theorem on pseudo-eectivity:
Theorem 2.3.3. We assume that X is regular and d  2. Let D = (D; g) be an arithmetic
R-Cartier divisor of C0-type. If D is pseudo-eective and D is numerically trivial on XQ,
then DQ 2 PDiv(XQ)R.
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Proof. We assume that DQ < PDiv(XQ)R. Since D is numerically trivial on XQ, by
Lemma 2.2.2, we can find an eective vertical R-Cartier divisor E such that D+ E
is divisorially -numerically trivial with respect to H. Moreover, we can find an
F1-invariant D-Green function g0 of C1-type with c1(D; g0) = 0. Then there is an
F1-invariant continuous function  on X(C) such that g +  = g0. Replacing g0 by
g0 + c (c 2 R), we may assume that   0. By the Hodge index theorem,ddegH((D + E; g0)2) < 0:
Thus (D + E; g0) is not pseudo-eective by Lemma 2.3.2, and hence
D = (D + E; g0)   (E; )
is also not pseudo-eective. This is a contradiction. 
Finally let us consider the following lemmas on pseudo-eectivity.
Lemma 2.3.4. For D 2 dDivC0(X)R and z 2 [PDiv(X)R, if D is pseudo-eective, then D+z
is also pseudo-eective.
Proof. Let A be an ample arithmetic R-Cartier divisor on X. Since D is pseudo-
eective, D + (1=2)A is big. Moreover, z + (1=2)A is ample because z is nef.
Therefore,
(D + z) + A = (D + (1=2)A) + (z + (1=2)A)
is big, as required. 
Lemma 2.3.5. Let D be a vertical R-Cartier divisor on X and let  be an F1-invariant
continuous function on X(C). Let  be an element ofRK(C) given by  = infx2X (x) for
all  2 K(C). We can view  as a locally constant function on X(C), that is, jX = .
If (D; ) is pseudo-eective, then (D; ) is also pseudo-eective.
Proof. Let us begin with the following claim:
Claim 2.3.5.1. We may assume that  is a constant function.
Proof. We set 0 = (1=[K : Q])
P
2K(C)  and  = 0    for each  2 K(C). ThenP
2K(C)  = 0 and  = ¯ for all  2 K(C). Thus, by Dirichlet’s unit theorem (cf.
Corollary 3.4.7), there are a1; : : : ; as 2 R and u1; : : : ; us 2 OK such that
 = a1 log j(u1)j +    + as log j(us)j
for all  2 K(C). If we set
(D; 0) = (D; )   

(a1=2)d(u1) +    + (as=2)d(us) ;
then infx2X 0(x) = 0 for all  2 K(C). Moreover, by Lemma 2.3.4, (D; 0) is
pseudo-eective. If the lemma holds for 0, then (D; 0) is pseudo-eective, and
hence
(D; ) = (D; 0) + 

(a1=2)d(u1) +    + (as=2)d(us)
is also pseudo-eective by Lemma 2.3.4. 
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For a given positive number , we set
U = fx 2 X j (x) <  + (=2)g
and U =
`
2K(C)U. Let A = (A; h) be an ample arithmetic Cartier divisor on X.












for all s 2 H0(X(C); bA), b 2 R0 and all constant functions t on X(C). Let n be an
arbitrary positive integer with n  (2 log(C))=. Since (D; ) + (1=n)A is big, there
are a positive integer m and s 2 H0(X;mD + (m=n)A) n f0g such that jsjm+(m=n)h  1,
which implies that
jsj2(m=n)h  exp(m):































which yields Hˆ0(X;m((1=n)A + (D;  + ))) , f0g. Thus (D;  + ) + (1=n)A is big if
n 1. As a consequence, (D; + ) is pseudo-eective for any positive number ,
and hence (D; ) is also pseudo-eective. 
3. Dirichlet’s unit theorem on arithmetic varieties
In this section, we propose the fundamental question of this paper, which is a
higherdimensional analogueofDirichlet’s unit theoremonarithmetic varieties. In
SubSection 3.4,wegive theproof of the fundamental questiononarithmetic curves
by using the arithmetic Riemann-Roch theorem and the compactness theorem in
SubSection 3.3. By the observations in this subsection, we can realize why the
fundamental question is related to the classical Dirichlet’s unit theorem. We
can also recognize that the theory of arithmetic R-divisors is not an artificial
material. In SubSection 3.5, we consider a partial answer to the fundamental
question, that is, Dirichlet’s unit theorem under the assumption of the numerical
triviality of divisors on the generic fiber. Many results in the previous sections
will be used for the partial answer. Especially the equality condition of the
Hodge index theorem is crucial for our proof. In SubSection 3.6, we introduce the
notion of multiplicative generators of approximately smallest sections for further
discussions of the fundamental question. It gives rise to many examples in which
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Dirichlet’s unit theorem holds. SubSection 3.2 is devoted to the technical results
on the continuity of norms.
Let us fix notation throughout this section. LetX be a d-dimensional, generically
smooth, normal and projective arithmetic variety. Let
X  ! Spec(OK)! Spec(Z)
be the Stein factorization of X ! Spec(Z), where K is a number field and OK is
the ring of integers in K.
3.1. Fundamental question. Let K be either Q or R. As in Conventions and




whose element is called a K-rational function on X. Note that the zero function is
not aK-rational function. Let
( )K : Rat(X)K ! Div(X)K and b( )K : Rat(X)K ! dDivC1(X)K
be the natural extensions of the homomorphisms
Rat(X) ! Div(X) and Rat(X) ! dDivC1(X)
given by  7! () and  7! c() respectively. Note that
PDiv(X)K =
n
(')K j ' 2 Rat(X)K
o
and [PDiv(X)K =
nc(')K j ' 2 Rat(X)Ko
(cf. SubSection 0.2 in Introduction and Conventions and terminology 2). Let
D = (D; g) be an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C0-type. We define  (X;D),b (X;D),  K(X;D) andb K(X;D) to be8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
 (X;D) :=
n
 2 Rat(X) j D + ()  0
o
= H0(X;D) n f0g;b (X;D) := n 2 Rat(X) j D + c()  0o = Hˆ0(X;D) n f0g;
 K(X;D) :=
n
' 2 Rat(X)K j D + (')K  0
o
;b K(X;D) := n' 2 Rat(X)K j D + c(')K  0o :
Let us consider a homomorphism
` : Rat(X) ! L1loc(X(C))
given by  7! log jj. It extends to a linear map
`K : Rat(X)K ! L1loc(X(C)):
For ' 2 Rat(X)K, we denote exp(`K(')) by j'j. First let us consider the following
lemma.
Lemma 3.1.1. (1) If ' 2  K(X;D), then j'j exp( g=2) is represented by a continu-
ous function ';g on X(C), so that we define k'kg;sup to be
k'kg;sup := max
n
';g(x) j x 2 X(C)
o
:
(2) b K(X;D) = n' 2  K(X;D) j k'kg;sup  1o.
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(X;D) ( 2 Q>0);
 R(X; aD) =  

R(X;D)
a; b R(X; aD) =b R(X;D)a (a 2 R>0):
Proof. (1) We set D = a1D1 +    + anDn and ' = 'x11   'xll , where D1; : : : ;Dn are
prime divisors, '1; : : : ; 'l 2 Rat(X) and a1; : : : ; an; x1; : : : ; xl 2 K. Let f1; : : : ; fn be
local equations of D1; : : : ;Dn around P 2 X(C). Then there is a local continuous
function h such that g =  Pni=1 ai log j fij2 + h (a:e:) around P. Here let us see
that j'1jx1    j'ljxl j f1ja1    j fnjan is continuous around P. We set fi = uiti11    tirr and
' j = v jt
 j1
1    t
 jr
r , where ik;  jk 2 Z, u1; : : : ;un; v1; : : : ; vl are units of OX(C);P and
t1; : : : ; tr are prime elements of OX(C);P. Then
j'1jx1    j'ljxl j f1ja1    j fnjan








j x j jr :
On the other hand, as














1CCCCCCA (tr)  0













x j jr  0:
Thus the assertion follows. Therefore, j'1jx1    j'ljxl j f1ja1    j fnjan exp( h=2) is also
continuous around P, and hence we obtain (1) because
j'j exp( g=2) = j'1jx1    j'ljxl j f1ja1    j fnjan exp( h=2) (a:e:):
(2) We use the same notation as in (1). Note that








xi(  log j'ij2) =   log(j'1j2x1    j'lj2xl j f1j2a1    j fnj2an exp( h)) (a:e:)
locally. Thus k'kg;sup  1 if and only if g +Pni=1 xi(  log j'ij2)  0 (a:e:), and hence
(2) follows.
(3) For ' 2 Rat(X)R and a 2 R>0, D + (')R  0 (resp. D + c(')R  0) if and only if
aD + ('a)R  0 (resp. aD +d('a)R  0). Thus the assertions in (3) are obvious. 
Remark 3.1.2. We assume d = 1, that is, X = Spec(OK). For P 2 Spec(OK) n f0g
and  2 K(C), the homomorphisms ordP : K ! Z and j  j : K ! R given by
 7! ordP() and  7! j()j naturally extend to homomorphisms K 
Z R ! R
and K 
Z R ! R respectively. By abuse of notation, we denote them by ordP
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and j  j respectively. Clearly, for' 2 K
ZR, j'j is the value of j'j at . Moreover,








for ' 2 K 
Z R
Finally wewould like to propose the fundamental question as in SubSection 0.7
of Introduction.
Fundamental question. Let D be an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C0-type. Are
the following equivalent ?
(1) D is pseudo-eective.
(2) b R(X;D) , ;.
Clearly (2) implies (1). Indeed, let'be an element ofb R(X;D). LetAbe an ample
R-Cartier divisor on X. Since  c(')R is a nefR-Cartier divisor of C1-type, A c(')R
is ample, and hence D + A is big because D + A  A   c(')R. The observations
in Subsection 3.4 show that the fundamental question is nothing more than a
generalization of Dirichlet’s unit theorem. Moreover, the above question does not
hold in the geometric case as indicated in the following remark.
Remark 3.1.4. LetC be a smooth algebraic curve over an algebraically closed field.
For # 2 Div(C)Q with deg(#) = 0, the following are equivalent:
(1) # 2 PDiv(C)Q.
(2) There is ' 2 Rat(C)R such that # + (')R  0.
Indeed, “(1) =) (2)” is obvious. Conversely we assume (2). Then if we set
 = #+ (')R, then  is eective and deg() = 0, and hence  = 0. Thus # = (' 1)R.
Therefore, by (3) in Lemma 1.1.1, # 2 PDiv(C)Q.
The above observation shows that if # is a divisor onC such that deg(#) = 0 and
# is not a torsion element in Pic(C), then there is no ' 2 Rat(C)R with #+ (')R  0.
3.2. Continuity of norms. Let us fix p 2 R1 and an F1-invariant continuous
volume form 




 = 1. For ' 2  R(X;D), we define the Lp-norm of






In this subsection, we consider the following proposition.
Proposition 3.2.1. Let '1; : : : ; 'l 2 Rat(X)R. If we set
 = f(x1; : : : ; xl) 2 Rl j 'x11   'xll 2  R(X;D)g;
then themap p : ! R given by (x1; : : : ; xl) 7! k'x11   'xll kg;Lp is uniformly continuous
on K \  for any compact set K of Rl. Moreover, the map sup :  ! R given by
(x1; : : : ; xl) 7! k'x11   'xll kg;sup is also uniformly continuous on K \  for any compact
set K of Rl.
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Proof. In order to obtain the first assertion, wemay clearly assume that'1; : : : ; 'l 2
Rat(X). Let us begin with the following claim:
Claim 3.2.1.1. There is a constant M such that
j'1jx1    j'ljxl exp( g=2) M (a:e:)
on X(C) for all (x1; : : : ; xl) 2 K \.
Proof. Since X(C) is compact, it is sucient to see that the above assertion holds
locally. We setD = a1D1+   + anDn, where a1; : : : ; an 2 R andD1; : : : ;Dn are prime
divisors. Let us fix P 2 X(C) and let f1; : : : ; fn be local equations of D1; : : : ;Dn
around P respectively. Let g =
P
i( ai) log j fij2 + h (a:e:) be the local expression
of g with respect to f1; : : : ; fr, where h is a continuous function around P. We
set fi = uit
i1
1    tirr and  j = v jt
 j1
1    t
 jr
r , where ik;  jk 2 Z, u1; : : : ; un; v1; : : : ; vl are
units of OX(C);P and t1; : : : ; tr are prime elements of OX(C);P. Then
j1jx1    jljxl exp( g=2)













j x j jk (k = 1; : : : ; r) are bounded non-negative numbers (cf.
(3.1.1.1) in the proof of Lemma 3.1.1). Thus the claim follows. 









1   j'1jp(y1 x1)    j'ljp(yl xl)Mp

for (x1; : : : ; xl); (y1; : : : ; yl) 2 . Thus the first assertion follows from the following
Lemma 3.2.2.
For the second assertion, note that limp!1 k'x11   'xll kg;Lp = k'x11   'xll kg;sup for
(x1; : : : ; xl) 2  (cf. [11, the proof of Corollary 19.9]). Thus it follows from the first
assertion. 
Lemma 3.2.2. Let M be a d-equidimensional complex manifold and let! be a continuous
(d; d)-form on M such that ! = 
, where 
 is a volume form on M and  is a non-
negative real valued continuous function on M. Let '1; : : : ; 'd be meromorphic functions





1   j'1jx1    j'ljxl ! = 0:
Proof. Clearly we may assume that M is connected. Let  : M0 ! M be a proper
bimeromorphic morphism of compact complex manifolds such that the principal
divisors (('1)); : : : ; (('l)) are normal crossing. Note that there are a volume
form
0 onM0 and a non-negative real valued continuous function 0 onM0 such
that (!) = 0
0. Moreover,Z
M0
1   j('1)jx1    j('l)jxl (!) = Z
M
1   j'1jx1    j'ljxl !:
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Thus wemay assume that the principal divisors ('1); : : : ; ('l) are normal crossing.
Here let us consider the following claim:
Claim 3.2.2.1. Let '1; : : : ; 'l be meromorphic functions on
d = f(z1; : : : ; zd) 2 Cd j jz1j < 1; : : : ; jzdj < 1g
such that 'i = z
c1i
1    zcdid  ui (i = 1; : : : ; l), where c ji 2 Z and ui’s are nowhere vanishing
holomorphic functions on f(z1; : : : ; zd) 2 Cd j jz1j < 1 + ; : : : ; jzdj < 1 + g for some





1   j'1jx1    j'ljxl   p 12
!d
dz1 ^ dz¯1 ^    ^ dzd ^ dz¯d = 0:
Proof. If we set y j =
Pl
i=1 c jixi, then
j'1jx1    j'ljxl = jz1jy1    jzdjyd ju1jx1    juljxl :
Thus, if we put zi = ri exp(
p 1i), thenZ
d
1   j'1jx1    j'ljxl   p 12
!d




r1    rd   r1+y11    r1+ydd ju1jx1    juljxl  dr1 ^ d1 ^    ^ drd ^ dd:
Note that r1+y11    r1+ydd ju1jx1    juljxl ! r1    rd uniformly, as (x1; : : : ; xl) ! (0; : : : ; 0),
on ([0; 1]  [0; 2])d. Thus the claim follows. 
Let us choose a covering fU jgNj=1 ofM with the following properties:
(a) For each j, there is a local parameter (w1; : : : ;wd) of U j such that U j can be
identified with d in terms of (w1; : : : ;wd).
(b) Supp((i)) \U j  fw1   wd = 0g for all i and j.
Let f jgNj=1 be a partition of unity subordinate to the covering fU jgNj=1. ThenZ
M




1   j'1jx1    j'ljxl  j!:
Note that there is a positive constant C j such that




dw1 ^ dw¯1 ^    ^ dwd ^ dw¯d:
Thus the lemma follows from the above claim. 
3.3. Compactness theorem. Let H be an ample arithmetic R-Cartier divisor on
X. Let   be a prime divisor on X and let g  be an F1-invariant  -Green function
of C0-type such that Z
X
g c1(H)d 1 =  2
ddeg(Hd 1  ( ; 0))
[K : Q]
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for each  2 K(C). We set   = ( ; g ). Note that
  2 [WDivC0(X)R and ddeg(Hd 1   ) = 0
(see, Conventions and terminology 4). Moreover, let C00(X) be the space of F1-




The following theoremwill provide a useful tool to find an element ofb R(X;D).
Theorem 3.3.1. Let X(1) be the set of all prime divisors on X. For an arithmetic R-Weil
divisor D of C0-type (cf. Conventions and terminology 4), we set
(D) =
8>><>>:(a; ) 2 R(X(1))  C00(X)
 D +X  a   + (0; )  0
9>>=>>; ;
where R(X(1)) is the vector space generated by X(1) over R (cf. Conventions and termi-
nology 5). Then (D) has the following boundedness:
(1) For each   2 X(1), fa g(a;)2(D) is bounded.










. Here we claim the following:
Claim 3.3.1.1. (1) For all (a; ) 2 (D) and   2 X(1),








d 0ddeg(Hd 1  ( 0; 0))
ddeg(Hd 1  ( ; 0)) :
(2) For all (a; ) 2 (D) and  2 K(C),
 2









Proof. (1) The first inequality is obvious because  d   a  for (a; ) 2 (D) and
  2 X(1). Moreover, for  0 2 X(1),








 0 a 0g 0 +  + g  0, we haveX
 0
a 0ddeg(Hd 1  ( 0; 0)) X
 0



































a ddeg(Hd 1  ( ; 0)) = X
 02X(1)
a 0ddeg(Hd 1  ( 0; 0)) + X
 02X(1)nf g








d 0ddeg(Hd 1  ( 0; 0))
for all  , which shows the second inequality.
(2) Since
P
  a   +D  0, we obtain











































By (1) in the above claim, fa g(a;)2(D) is bounded for each  . Further, by (2),
there is a constantM such that Z
X
c1(H)d 1 M
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c1(H)d 1  (#(K(C))   1)( M);
as desired. 
Corollary 3.3.2. Let  be a finite set and let fDg2 be a family of arithmetic R-Weil
divisors of C1-type with the following properties:
(a) ddeg(Hd 1 D) = 0 for  2 .
(b) For each  2 , there is an F1-invariant locally constant function  such that
c1(D) ^ c1(H)^d 2 = c1(H)^d 1:
(c) fDg2 is linearly independent in [WDivC1(X)R.
Then, for D 2 [WDivC0(X)R, the set8>><>>:a 2 R()
 D +X2 aD  0
9>>=>>;
is convex and compact.
Proof. The convexity of the above set is obvious, so that we need to show com-
pactness. We pose more conditions to the  -Green function g , that is, we further
assume that g  is of C1-type and c1( ) ^ c1(H)^d 2 =  c1(H)^d 1 for some locally
constant function   on X(C). Note that this is actually possible. We set
X :=
8>><>>: : X(C)! R
  is locally constant, F1-invariant and X2K(C)  = 0
9>>=>>; :




   + (0; )











Let us consider a linear map
T : R()! R(X(1))  X








Then T is injective. Indeed, if T(a) = 0, thenX








 aD = 0, and hence a = 0. Since  is finite, we can find a finite subset
0 of X(1) such that the image of T is contained in R(0)  X. Moreover, by the
previous theorem, (D) \ (R(0)  X) is compact. Thus8>><>>:a 2 R()
 D +X2 aD  0
9>>=>>; = T 1 (D) \ (R(0)  X)
is also compact. 
Corollary 3.3.3. Let '1; : : : ; 'l beR-rational functions on X (i.e. '1; : : : ; 'l 2 Rat(X)R)
and let D = (D; g) be an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C0-type on X. If
 =
n
(a1; : : : ; al) 2 Rl j 'a11   'all 2  R(X;D)
o
, ;;
then there exists (b1; : : : ; bl) 2  such that
k'b11   'bll kg;sup = inf(a1;:::;al)2
n
k'a11   'all kg;sup
o
:
Proof. Clearly we may assume that '1; : : : ; 'l are linearly independent in Rat(X)R.
Replacing g by g +  ( 2 R) if necessarily, we may further assume thatn
(a1; : : : ; al) 2 Rl j 'a11   'all 2b R(X;D)o , ;:










k'a11   'all kg;sup
o
:
On the other hand, b is compact by Corollary 3.3.2. Thus the assertion of the
corollary follows from Proposition 3.2.1. 
3.4. Dirichlet’s unit theorem on arithmetic curves. We assume d = 1, that is,
X = Spec(OK). In this subsection, we would like to give a proof of Dirichlet’s unit
theorem in flavor of Arakelov theory (cf. [23]). Of course, the contents of this
subsection are nothing new, but it provides the background of this paper and a
usage of the compactness theorem (cf. Corollary 3.3.2). The referee points out
that Chambert-Loir give a similar proof based on a certain kind of compactness
in [4, x1.4, D]. Let us begin with the following weak version of Dirichlet’s unit
theorem, which is much easier than Dirichlet’s unit theorem.
Lemma 3.4.1. OK is a finitely generated abelian group.
Proof. This is a standard fact. Indeed, let us consider a homomorphism L : OK !
RK(C) given by L(x) = log j(x)j for  2 K(C). It is easy to see that, for any bounded
set B in RK(C), the set fx 2 OK j L(x) 2 Bg is a finite set. Thus the assertion of the
lemma is obvious. 
We denote the set of all maximal ideals of OK by MK. For an R-Cartier divisor
E =
P




eP log(#(OK=P)) and Supp(E) := fP 2MK j eP , 0g:
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Lemma 3.4.2. For a constant C, the set fE 2 Div(X) j E  0 and deg(E)  Cg is finite.
Proof. This is obvious. 
Lemma 3.4.3. If we set K = fx 2 K j Supp((x))  g for a finite subset  of MK, then
K is a finitely generated subgroup of K
.
Proof. Let us consider a homomorphism  : K ! Z given by (x)P = ordP(x)
for P 2 . Then Ker() = OK and the image of  is a finitely generated. Thus the
lemma follows from the above weak version of Dirichlet’s unit theorem. 
Lemma 3.4.4. We set CK = log

(2=)r2
pjdK=Qj, where r2 is the number of complex
embeddings of K into C and dK=Q is the discriminant of K over Q. If ddeg(D)  CK for
D 2 dDiv(X), then there is x 2 K such that D +c(x)  0.
Proof. This is a consequence ofMinkowski’s theorem and the arithmetic Riemann-
Roch theorem on arithmetic curves. 
The following proposition is a core part of Dirichlet’s unit theorem in terms of
Arakelov theory, and can be proved by using arithmetic Riemann-Roch theorem
and the compactness theorem (cf. Corollary 3.3.2 and Corollary 3.3.3). As a
corollary, it actually implies Dirichlet’s unit theorem itself (cf. Corollary 3.4.7).
Proposition 3.4.5. Let D = (D; g) be an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor on X. Then the
following are equivalent:
(i) ddeg(D) = 0.
(ii) D 2 [PDiv(X)R.
(iii) ddeg(D) = 0 andb R(X;D) , ;.
Proof. “(iii) =) (ii)” : By our assumption, D + z  0 for some z 2 [PDiv(X)R. If we
set E = D + z, then E is eective and ddeg(E) = ddeg(D) +ddeg(z) = 0. Thus E = 0,
and hence D =  z 2 [PDiv(X)R.
“(ii) =) (i)” is obvious.
“(i) =) (iii)” : First of all, we can find 1; : : : ; l 2 R>0 and D1; : : : ;Dl 2 dDiv(X)
such that D = 1D1 +    + lDl and deg(Di) = 0 for all i. If we can choose
 i 2 b R(X;Di) for all i, then  11    ll 2 b R(X;D). Thus we may assume that
D 2 dDiv(X) in order to show “(i) =) (iii)”. For a positive integer n, we set







Since ddeg(nDn) = CK, by Lemma 3.4.4, there is xn 2 K such that nDn +d(xn)  0. In
particular, nD + (xn)  0 and
deg(nD + (xn))  ddeg(nDn +d(xn)) = CK:
Thus, by Lemma 3.4.2, there is a finite subset 0 ofMK such that
Supp(nD + (xn))  0
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for all n  1. Note that Supp((xn))  Supp((xn) + nD) [ Supp(D). Therefore, we
can find a finite subset  of MK such that xn 2 K for all n  1. By Lemma 3.4.3,
we can take a basis '1; : : : ; 's of K 
Z R over R. Then, by Corollary 3.3.3, if we
set
 = f(a1; : : : ; as) 2 Rs j 'a11   'ass 2  R(X;D)g;
then there exists (c1; : : : ; cs) 2  such that
k'c11   'css kg;sup = inf(a1;:::;as)2fk'
a1
1   'ass kg;supg;
that is, if we set  = 'c11   'css , then k kg;sup = inf'2 R(X;D)\(K
ZR)fk'kg;supg. On
the other hand, as Dn +
[(x1=nn )R  0, we have x1=nn 2  R(X;D) \ (K 
Z R) and
kx1=nn kg;sup  exp(CK=n[K : Q]), so that k kg;sup  exp(CK=n[K : Q]) for all n > 0, and
hence k kg;sup  1, as required. 
As corollaries, we have the following. The second one is nothing more than of
Dirichlet’s unit theorem.
Corollary 3.4.6. Let D = (D; g) be an arithmetic R-Cartier divisor on X. Then there
exists  2  R(X;D) such that
k kg;sup = inf
n
kkg;sup j  2  R(X;D)
o
:
Proof. Clearly if the assertion holds for D, then so does for D + (0; c) for all c 2 R.
Thus we may assume that ddeg(D) = 0. We set D = PP2MK dPP. Then, for  2






and hence kkg;sup  1. On the other hand, by Proposition 3.4.5, there is  2
 R(X;D) with k kg;sup  1, as required. 
Corollary 3.4.7 (Dirichlet’s unit theorem). Let  be an element of RK(C) such thatX
2K(C)
 = 0 and  = ¯ (8 2 K(C)):
Then there are u1; : : : ; us 2 OK and a1; : : : ; as 2 R such that
 = a1 log ju1j +    + as log jusj
for all  2 K(C), that is, (0; ) + (a1=2)d(u1) +    + (as=2)d(us) = 0.
Proof. Since ddeg((0; )) = 0, by virtue of Proposition 3.4.5 and (1) in Lemma 1.1.1,
there are a01; : : : ; a
0
s 2 R and u1; : : : ; us 2 K such that a01; : : : ; a0s are linearly indepen-
dent over Q and (0; ) = a01d(u1) +    + a0sd(us). We set (u j) = Plk=1  jkPk for each j,
where  jk 2 Z and P1; : : : ;Pl are distinct maximal ideals of OK. Then











j=1 a0j jk = 0 for all k, and hence  jk = 0 for all j; k, which means that
u1; : : : ; us 2 OK. Therefore, if we set a j =  2a0j, then the corollary follows. 
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Remark 3.4.8. Similarly, the finiteness of Div(X)=PDiv(X) is also a consequence
of Lemma 3.4.2 and Lemma 3.4.4 (cf. [23]). Indeed, if we set
 = fE 2 Div(X) j E  0 and deg(E)  CKg;
then  is a finite set by Lemma 3.4.2. Thus it is sucient to show that, for
D 2 Div(X), there is x 2 K such that D + (x) 2 . Since








+c(x)  0, that is,D+(x)  0
and log jxj  CK deg(D)[K:Q] for all  2 K(C). By using the product formula,
deg(D + (x)) = deg(D) +
X







Therefore, D + (x) 2 , as required.
3.5. Dirichlet’s unit theorem on higher dimensional arithmetic varieties. In
this subsection, we will give a partial answer to the fundamental question as an
application of Hodge index theorem. First we consider the case where d = 1.
Proposition 3.5.1. We assume d = 1, that is, X = Spec(OK). For an arithmetic R-
Cartier divisor D on X, the following are equivalent:
(i) D is pseudo-eective.
(ii) deg(D)  0.
(iii) b R(X;D) , ;.
Proof. “(i)=) (ii)” : LetA is an ample arithmetic Cartier divisor onX. ThenD+A
is big for any  > 0, that is, ddeg(D + A) > 0. Therefore, ddeg(D)  0.
“(ii) =) (iii)” : If ddeg(D) > 0, then the assertion is obvious because Hˆ0(X;nD) ,
f0g for n  1, so that we assume ddeg(D) = 0. Then D 2 [PDiv(X)R by Proposi-
tion 3.4.5.
“(iii) =) (i)” is obvious. 
To proceed with further arguments, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.5.2. We assume that X is regular. Let us fix an ample Q-Cartier divisor H
on X. Let P1; : : : ;Pl 2 Spec(OK) and let FP1 ; : : : ; FPl be prime divisors on X such that
FPi   1(Pi) for all i. If A is an ample Q-Cartier divisor on X, then there is an eective
Q-Cartier divisor M on X with the following properties:
(a) Supp(M)   1(P1) [    [  1(Pl).
(b) A M is divisorially -nef with respect to H, that is, degH(A M   )  0 for all
vertical prime divisors   on X (cf. Subsection 2.2).
(c) degH(A   M  F) = 0 for all closed integral integral curve F on X with F 
 1(P1) [    [  1(Pl) and F , FPi (8i).
Proof. Let us begin with the following claim:
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Claim 3.5.2.1. Let  1(Pk) = a1F1 +    + anFn be the irreducible decomposition as a
cycle, where ai 2 Z>0. Renumbering F1; : : : ; Fn, we may assume FPk = F1. Then there are
x1; : : : ; xn 2 Q>0 such that if we set Mk = x1F1 +    + xnFn, then degH(A  Mk  F1) > 0
and degH(A  Mk  Fi) = 0 for i = 2; : : : ; n.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2.1, there are x1; : : : ; xn 2 Q such that0BBBBBBB@

















Replacing xi by xi + tai, we may assume that xi > 0 for all i. We set Mk =
x1F1 +    + xnFn. Then degH(A  Mk  Fi) = 0 for all i = 2; : : : ; n. Here we assume
that degH(A  Mk  F1)  0. Then





xi degH(Mk  Fi)
= x1 degH(Mk  F1) +
nX
i=2
xi degH(A  Fi) > 0:
This contradicts to Zariski’s lemma (cf. Lemma 1.1.4). 
LetM1; : : : ;Mn be eective Q-Cartier divisors as the above claim. If we set
M =M1 +    +Ml;
thenM is our desired Q-Cartier divisor. 
The following theorem is a partial answer to the fundamental question.
Theorem 3.5.3. Let D be a pseudo-eective arithmetic R-Cartier divisor of C0-type. If
d  2 and D is numerically trivial on XQ, thenb R(X;D) , ;.
Proof. Let us begin with the following claim:
Claim 3.5.3.1. We may assume that X is regular.
Proof. By [6, Theorem 8.2], there is a generically finite morphism  : Y ! X
of projective arithmetic varieties such that Y is regular. Clearly we have the
following:(
D is pseudo-eective =) (D) is pseudo-eective;
D is numerically trivial on XQ =) (D) is numerically trivial on YQ
because cvol((L))  cvol(L) for any arithmetic R-Cartier divisor L of C0-type on
X. Let dDivCur(X)R be the vector space over R consisting of pairs (D;T), where D
is an R-Cartier divisor D and T is an F1-invariant (0; 0)-current of real type. We
can assign an ordering  to dDivCur(X)R in following way:
(D1;T1)  (D2;T2) () D1  D1 and T1  T2.
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In the same way, we can define dDivCur(Y)R and the ordering on dDivCur(Y)R. Let
 : dDivCur(Y)R ! dDivCur(X)R
be a homomorphism given by (D;T) = ((D); (T)). Let
N : Rat(Y) ! Rat(X)
be the norm map. Then it is easy to see the following:8>>>><>>>>:
(b ) = [(N( )) for  2 Rat(Y);
((D)) = deg(Y ! X)D for D 2 dDivC0(X)R;
(D1;T1)  (D2;T2) =) (D1;T1)  (D2;T2):
The first equation yields a homomorphism
 : [PDiv(Y)R ! [PDiv(X)R:
Thus the claim follows from the above formulae. 
First of all, by Theorem 2.3.3, DQ 2 PDiv(XQ)R. Thus there are z 2 [PDiv(X)R,
a vertical R-Cartier divisor E and an F1-invariant continuous function  on X(C)
such that D = z + (E; ).
Claim 3.5.3.2. We may assume the following:
(a) E is eective.
(b) There are P1; : : : ;Pl 2 Spec(OK) such that Supp(E)   1(P1) [    [  1(Pl).
(c) For each i = 1; : : : ; l, there is a closed integral curve FPi on X such that FPi 
 1(Pi) and FPi * Supp(E).
Proof. Clearly we can choose P1; : : : ;Pl 2 Spec(OK) and 1; : : : ; l 2 R such that if
we set E0 = E+ 1 1(P1)+   + l 1(Pl), then E0 satisfy the above (a), (b) and (c).
Moreover, since the class group ofOK is finite (cf. Remark 3.4.8), there are ni 2 Z>0
and fi 2 OK such that niPi = fiOK. Thus 1 1(P1)+   + l 1(Pl) 2 PDiv(X)R, and
hence the claim follows. 
Note that (E; ) is pseudo-eective by Lemma 2.3.4. By Lemma 2.3.5, there is a
locally constant function  on X(C) such that (E; )  (E; ) and (E; ) is pseudo-
eective. Let us fix an ample arithmetic Cartier divisor H = (H; h) on X. Then, by
Lemma 3.5.2, there is an eective vertical Q-Cartier divisorM such that
degH(H  M  E) = 0 and degH(H  M   )  0
for all vertical prime divisors  .
Claim 3.5.3.3. There is a constant c such that if we set h0 = h + c, thenddeg (H  M; h0) Hd 2  ( ; 0)  0
for all horizontal prime divisors   on X.
Proof. Note that ddeg((H; h) Hd 2  ( ; 0))  0. Thus it is sucient to find a constant
c such that ddeg((M; c) Hd 2  ( ; 0))  0
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for all horizontal prime divisors   on X. We choose Q1; : : : ;Qm 2 Spec(OK) and
1; : : : ; m 2 R>0 such that M  Pmi=1 i 1(Qi). We also choose a constant c such
that





ddeg((M; c) Hd 2  ( ; 0))













log #(OK=Qi)   cdeg(Hd 2Q   Q)  0:

Let L = (L; k) be an eective R-Cartier divisor of C0-type. Then, since
ddeg (H  M; h0) Hd 2  (L; 0)  0
by the above claim, we have
ddeg (H  M; h0) Hd 2  (L; k)





In particular, ddeg((H  M; h0) Hd 2  (E; ))  0
because (E; ) is pseudo-eective. Note that










2K(C)   0, and hence, by Proposition 3.5.1, there are u1; : : : ;us 2 K
and 1; : : : ; s 2 R such that 1d(u1) +    + sd(us)  (0; ). Thus
D = z + (E; )  z + (0; )  z + 1d(u1) +    + sd(us):

Corollary 3.5.4. If d = 2, D is pseudo-eective and deg(DQ) = 0, then the Zariski
decomposition of D exists.
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3.6. Multiplicative generators of approximately smallest sections. In this sub-
section, we define a notion of multiplicative generators of approximately smallest
sections and observe its properties. It is a sucient condition to guarantee the
fundamental question (cf. Corollary 3.6.4). Let D be an arithmetic R-Cartier
divisor of C0-type on X. Let us begin with its definition.
Definition 3.6.1. We assume that  
Q
(X;D) , ;. Let '1; : : : ; 'l be R-rational func-
tions on X (i.e. '1; : : : ; 'l 2 Rat(X)R). We say '1; : : : ; 'l are multiplicative generators
of approximately smallest sections for D if, for a given  > 0, there is n0 2 Z>0 such
that, for any integer n with n  n0 and  (X;nD) , ;, we can find a1; : : : ; al 2 R
satisfying 'a11   'all 2  R(X;nD) and
k'a11   'all kng;sup  enmin
n
kkng;sup j  2  (X;nD)
o
:
First let us see the following proposition.
Proposition 3.6.2. We assume that  
Q
(X;D) , ;. Let'1; : : : ; 'l beR-rational functions
on X. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) '1; : : : ; 'l are multiplicative generators of approximately smallest sections for D.
(2) There are x1; : : : ; xl 2 R such that 'x11   'xll 2  R(X;D) and
k'x11   'xll kg;sup  inf
n
k f kg;sup j f 2  Q(X;D)
o
:
Note that if we set  = 'x11   'xll in (2), then  forms a multiplicative generator of
approximately smallest sections for D.
Proof. It is obvious that (2) implies (1), so that we assume (1). Let m be a positive
integer with  (X;mD) , ;. Here, let us check the following claim:
Claim 3.6.2.1. limn!1











k f kg;sup j f 2  Q(X;D)
o
:
Proof. If we set
an = minfkhknmg;sup j h 2  (X;nmD)g;










minfkh1=nmkg;sup j h 2  (X;nmD)g
o
:








and hence the claim follows. 
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By Corollary 3.3.3, there exist x1; : : : ; xl 2 R such that if we set
 =
n
(a1; : : : ; al) 2 Rl j 'a11   'all 2  R(X;D)
o
;
then (x1; : : : ; xl) 2  and
k'x11   'xll kg;sup = inf(a1;:::;al)2
n
k'a11   'all kg;sup
o
:
On the other hand, by definition, for a given  > 0, there is n0 2 Z>0 such that,
for any integer n  n0, we can find c1; : : : ; cl 2 R satisfying 'c11   'cll 2  R(X;nmD)
and
k'c11   'cll knmg;sup  enmminfkhknmg;sup j h 2  (X;nmD)g:
Thus, as (c1=nm; : : : ; cl=nm) 2 ,
k'x11   'xll kg;sup  k'c1=nm1   'cl=nml kg;sup
 e

minfkhknmg;sup j h 2  (X;nmD)g
1=nm
for n  n0. Therefore, by Claim 3.6.2.1,
k'x11   'xll kg;sup  e limn!1





k f kg;sup j f 2  Q(X;D)
o
:
Thus (2) follows because  is arbitrary. 
By Corollary 3.4.6, if d = 1, then we can find  2  R(X;D) such that
k kg;sup = inf
n
kkg;sup j  2  R(X;D)
o
:
Note that the above  yields a multiplicative generator of approximately smallest
sections. The same assertion holds if we assume the existence of multiplicative
generators of approximately smallest sections.
Theorem 3.6.3. We assume that  
Q
(X;D) , ;. If D has multiplicative generators of
approximately smallest sections, then there exists  2  R(X;D) such that
k kg;sup = inf
n
kkg;sup j  2  R(X;D)
o
:
Proof. By Proposition 3.6.2, it is sucient to see the following inequality:
(3.6.3.1) inf
n




kkg;sup j  2  R(X;D)
o
:
Let  2  
Q













= j  2  R(X;D)
o
;
k=kg0;sup = kkg;sup for  2  R(X;D);
and hence8>><>>:inf
n













kkg;sup j  2  R(X;D)
o
:
Therefore, in order to see (3.6.3.1), we may assume thatD is eective, that is, if we
set D =
P
d  , then d   0 for all  .
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Let  be an arbitrary element of  R(X;D). Then we can find f1; : : : ; fr 2 Rat(X)Q
and a1; : : : ; ar 2 R such that  = f a11    f arr and a1; : : : ; ar are linearly independent
over Q. Let S be the set of codimension one points of
Sr
i=1 Supp(( fi)).
Claim 3.6.3.2. If  is a positive number, then ord (1=(1+)) + d  > 0 for all   2 S.
Proof. It is sucient to show that ord () + (1 + )d  > 0 for all   2 S. First of all,
note that ord () + d   0. If either ord () > 0 or d  > 0, then the assertion is
obvious, so that we assume ord ()  0 and d  = 0. Then
ord () = a1 ord ( f1) +    + ar ord ( fr) = 0;
which yields ord ( f1) =    = ord ( fr) = 0. This is a contradiction because   2
S. 
As 1=(1+) = f a1=(1+)1    f ar=(1+)1 , by Claim 3.6.3.2, we can find  > 0 such that
f x11    f xrr 2  R(X;D) for all (x1; : : : ; xr) 2 Rr with
jx1   a1=(1 + )j +    + jxr   ar=(1 + )j  :
We choose a sequence ftn = (tn1; : : : ; tnr)g1n=1 of Qr such that
jtn1   a1=(1 + )j +    + jtnr   ar=(1 + )j  
and limn!1 tn = (a1=(1 + ); : : : ; ar=(1 + )). Then
inf
n
k f kg;sup j f 2  Q(X;D)
o
 k f tn11    f tnrr kg;sup
because f tn11    f tnrr 2  Q(X;D). Thus, by using Proposition 3.2.1, we obtain
inf
n





k f kg;sup j f 2  Q(X;D)
o
 kkg;sup by Proposition 3.2.1 again.
Therefore, we have (3.6.3.1). 
As a corollary, we have the following:
Corollary 3.6.4. We assume the following:
(1) b 
Q
(X;D + (0; )) , ; for any  > 0.
(2) D has multiplicative generators of approximately smallest sections.
Thenb R(X;D) , ;.
Proof. By the above theorem, there exists  2  R(X;D) such that
k kg;sup = inf
n





(X;D+ (0; )) , ;, we can find  2  
Q
(X;D) with kkg;sup  e=2, and hence
k kg;sup  e=2. Therefore, k kg;sup  1, as required. 
Remark 3.6.5. (1) We assume that D 2 Div(X)Q. Then  Q(X;D) is dense in
 R(X;D), that is, for f
a1
1    f arr 2  R(X;D) with a1; : : : ; ar 2 R and f1; : : : ; fr 2
Rat(X)
Q
, there is a sequence f(a1n; : : : ; arn)g1n=1 in Qr such that f a1n1    f arnr 2  Q(X;D)
and limn!1(a1n; : : : ; arn) = (a1; : : : ; ar). In particular,  Q(X;D) , ; if and only if
 R(X;D) , ;. This fact can be checked as follows. Clearly we may assume that




i Supp(( fi)) and D =
P
  d   (d  2 Q). If (Qa1 +    + Qar) \ Q = f0g,
then it is easy to see that ord ( f a11    f arr ) + d  > 0 for all   2 S. Thus the asser-
tion follows. If (Qa1 +    + Qar) \ Q = Q, then we may assume that a1 2 Q and
(Qa2+   +Qar)\Q = f0g. Thus, as before, we can find a sequence f(a2n; : : : ; arn)g1n=1
inQr 1 such that f a2n2    f arnr 2  Q(X; ( f a11 )+D) and limn!1(a2n; : : : ; arn) = (a2; : : : ; ar),
as required.
(2) The assertion of (1) does not hold in general. For example, let P1Z =
Proj(Z[T0;T1]) and a 2 R>0 nQ. Then  R(X; a(T1=T0)) , ; and  Q(X; a(T1=T0)) = ;.
Indeed, za 2  R(X; a(T1=T0)), where z = T0=T1. Moreover, if  Q(X; a(T1=T0)) , ;,
then there are n 2 Z>0 and f 2 Q(z) such that ( f )  na(z). In particular, f 2 Q[z],
so that we can set f (z) =
Pt
i=s cizi, where 0  s  t, cs , 0 and ct , 0. Note that
ord0( f ) = s and ord1( f ) =  t. Thus na  s  t  na, and hence na = s = t. This is a
contraction because a 2 R>0 nQ.
Finally let us consider a sucient condition for multiplicative generators of
approximately smallest sections. Let us fix an F1-invariant continuous volume
form 




 = 1. We assume that  
Q
(X;D) , ;. The natural inner
product h ; inD on H0(X;nD) 





 ('; 2 H0(X;nD)):
For '1; : : : ; 'l 2 H0(X;D) and A = (a1; : : : ; al) 2 Zl0, 'a11   'all is denoted by 'A for
simplicity. Note that 'A 2 H0(X; jAjD), where jAj = a1 +    + al.
Definition 3.6.6. We say '1; : : : ; 'l 2 H0(X;D) n f0g is a well-posed generators for D
if, for n  1, there is a subset n of fA = (a1; : : : ; al) 2 Zl0 j a1 +    + al = ng with
the following properties:
(1) f'A j A 2 ng forms a basis of H0(X;nD) 
Q over Q.
(2) Let h'A j A 2 niZ be the Z-submodule generated by f'A j A 2 ng in






H0(X;nD)=h'A j A 2 niZ
1=n
= 1:
(3) For a finite subset f 1; : : : ;  rg ofH0(X;nD)R, the square root of the Gramian
of 1; : : : ;  rwith respect to h ; inD is denoted by vol(f 1; : : : ;  rg) (for details,




0BBBB@ vol(f'B j B 2 ng)ph'A;'AinD vol(f'B j B 2 n n fAgg)
1CCCCA1=n
 A 2 n
9>>=>>; = 1:
Proposition 3.6.7. We assume that D is of C1-type. If '1; : : : ; 'l 2 H0(X;D) n f0g are
well-posed generators forD, then'1; : : : ; 'l aremultiplicative generators of approximately
smallest sections for D




H0(X;nD)=h'A j A 2 niZ

 en0
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and
vol(f'B j B 2 ng)ph'A;'Aivol(f'B j B 2 n n fAgg)  e n0
for all n  n0 and A 2 n. Let WA be the subspace generated by f'BgB2nnfAg over
R. If A is the angle between 'A andWA, then, by Lemma 1.1.2
sin(A) =





 p1   e 2n0  1   (1=2)e 2n0
for all A 2 n because
p
1   x  1   (1=2)x for x 2 [0; 1]. Let y 2 WA and let  be
the angle between 'A and y. Then, as A  minf;    g,
jh'A; yij  cos(A)
q
h'A;'Aiphy; yi
 (1   (1=2)e 2n0)
q
h'A;'Aiphy; yi:
Let  2  (X; nD). Then we can find aA 2 Q (A 2 n) such that  = PA2n aA'A.




A. Then  = aA0'A0 + y. Since en
0 jaA0 j  jrnaA0 j  1,
h;i = a2A0h'A0 ;'A0i + 2aA0h'A0 ; yi + hy; yi
 a2A0h'A0 ;'A0i + hy; yi   2jaA0 j  jh'A0 ; yij
 a2A0h'A0 ;'A0i + hy; yi   2jaA0 j
q
h'A0 ;'A0iphy; yi(1   (1=2)e 2n0)




h'A0 ;'A0i   phy; yi2
+ (1=2)e 2n
0 
a2A0h'A0 ;'A0i + hy; yi








On the other hand, by Gromov’s inequality (cf. [20, Proposition 3.1.1]), choosing
a larger n0 if necessarily, k k2sup  en0h ; i for all n  n0 and  2 H0(X;nD).
Moreover, wemay also assume that 2  en0 for all n  n0. Thus, as kk2sup  h;i,







0h'A0 ;'A0i  k'A0k2sup;
as required. 
Example 3.6.8. Let PdZ = Proj(Z[T0;T1; : : : ;Td]), Hi = fTi = 0g and zi = Ti=T0 for
i = 0; 1; : : : ; d. Let D = (H0; g) be an arithmetic Cartier divisor of C1-type on
PdZ. Moreover, let 
 be an F1-invariant continuous volume form on P
d(C). We
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assume that there are continuous functions a and b onRd0 such that g(z1; : : : ; zd) =






b(jz1j; : : : ; jzdj)dz1 ^ dz¯1 ^    dzd ^ dz¯d:
Arithmetic Cartier divisors considered in [21] satisfy the above condition.
Here let us see that 1; z1; : : : ; zd are well-posed generator for D. We set
n = f(a1; : : : ; ad) 2 Zd0 j a1 +    + ad  ng:
Then fzAgA2n forms a free basis of H0(PdZ;nH0). Moreover, if we set
zi = ri exp(2










p 1(Ai   A0i ))
1CCCCCA
 exp( na(r1; : : : ; rd))b(r1; : : : ; rd)dr1    drdd1    dd;
which implies hzA;zA0ing = 0 for A;A0 2 n with A , A0, and hence
vol(fzB j B 2 ng) =
p
hzA;zAivol(fzB j B 2 n n fAgg)
for all A 2 n.
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